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ABSTRACT 
 
 The Corsican Bronze Age is characterized by the erection of massive stone towers, the 
torre, and of stone enclosures, the casteddi. While the role of these structures is still debated, they 
have generally been interpreted as the sign of a hierarchical society, pervaded by martial values 
and fragmented into competing antagonistic groups. After several centuries of stability, a sharp 
demographic decline occurred at the end of the Middle Bronze Age. ca. 1350 and 1200 BC. In 
contrast, the Final Bronze Age, between 1200 and 950 BC, is a period of continuous expansion, 
characterized by the appearance of new forms of cultural expression, which included the erection 
of armed menhirs, the development of open villages, and the manufacture of a new type of ceramic 
production, manifestly inspired by foreign models.  
 The aim of this work is to improve our understanding of the social dynamics at work during 
the Final Bronze Age through the study of the mobility of the ceramics within a systemic 
theoretical framework. Another goal is to further our understanding of the function of the fine ware 
during this period. A portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (pXRF) was used on 321 ceramic 
artifacts from six different sites to assess the extent of the exchanges taking place between six 
sites, located both on the inner plateaus and the coastal plains. Ceramics made from non-local clay 
material are present at five out of six sites, which shows that economic exchanges regularly took 
place between different communities. Except for one site, there is no association between a specific 
clay material and a type of ware. These results suggest that Final Bronze Age Corsican society 
should be considered as largely open to external influences.
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Since Roger Grosjean exhumed them from their millennial oblivion, the majestic 
architectural remains of the Corsican Bronze Age have dominated the archaeological research on 
the period. In addition to the intrinsic ability of these buildings to create a durable impression on 
the beholder, this situation is also due to Grosjean’s focus on architecture, which led him to 
somewhat neglect other aspects of the insular past. Fortunately, recent research endeavors have 
shed a new light on already debated issues and put new questions on the foreground. In particular, 
a refined understanding of the chronological sequencing of the period must be considered as a 
major achievement of these studies. While substantially different from Grosjean’s original 
narrative, current interpretations concur in envisioning the Corsican Bronze Age as a particularly 
eventful period. In effect, it appears that the building fervor of the Early Bronze Age, during the 
first half of the second millennium BC, was followed by a dramatic reversal of demographic 
dynamics during the Middle Bronze Age, between 1600 and 1200 BC; this trend reaches its apex 
during the last century of the period, during which no site is attested. In contrast, the Final Bronze 
Age, between 1200 and 950 BC, witnesses a renewed demographic expansion together with the 
diffusion of new forms of cultural expressions, including the appearance of a fine ware of ceramics. 
The specificity of ceramic production in the Final Bronze Age constitutes the premise of the 
present study. In effect, this new type of pottery seems to coincide with the abandonment of the 
emblematic stone towers of the Corsican Bronze Age, the torre. Most authors consider that this 
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phenomenon marks the dawn of a new cycle of social dynamics, although the modalities of this 
evolution are still to be precisely defined. The main objective of this research is to improve our 
understanding of the anthropological processes that occurred during the Final Bronze Age through 
the study of mobility of ceramic material. The function of the new fine ceramic ware and the nature 
of its relationship with the ongoing social events will also be dealt with. 
The meaningful exploration of any topic requires the selection of an appropriate theoretical 
frame, and I have carefully pondered over the different options that could have been deemed as 
suitable for that kind of work. Needless to say, the crucial role of the interrelated issues of craft 
production, distribution, and consumption has drawn the attention of archaeologists for a long 
time. The first attempts to reflect on ancient exchange networks were naturally inspired by 
economic anthropology; the debate soon focused on the opposition between a formalist approach, 
concerned with the quantitative modeling of trade and sourcing techniques, and a substantivist 
approach that claimed modern and ancient economies were fundamentally different, the latter 
being driven by social rather than economic considerations. This divide was eventually replaced 
by new problematics revolving around the significance of trade for ancient societies, and on the 
means to link archaeological remains to exchange practices (Bauer and Agbe-Davies 2010). 
Among these new approaches, Immanuel Wallerstein’s (1974) world-system theory 
constitutes the first attempt to develop a systemic approach to ancient trade. Wallerstein described 
the global economic situation in place since the sixteenth century as an asymmetrical system 
between a dominant core and a subaltern periphery. The emphasis of the approach on interaction 
and social change has made it especially attractive for archaeologists, who have applied it to 
different time periods and different geographical spaces, including Bronze Age Europe (Bauer and 
Agbe-Davies 2010). However, as Carl Knappett (2013:15) points out, the main limitation of world-
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system theory is its “zonal approach to regional space,” which attributes a unidirectional role to a 
location, either as emitting a flow of goods or as receiving it. Since economic exchanges among 
communities of equivalent size are likely to be established on reciprocity, world-system theory 
cannot constitute an appropriate theoretical framework at a smaller scale of interactions. 
While it also focuses on the interactions between the elements of a system, network 
analysis avoids many of the issues associated with world-system theory: networks can be multi-
directional, relational or spatial, and can cross scales (Knappett 2013). I believe these features 
make them most suitable to use in this study. However, I think that interactions based on the 
exchange of pottery may only be fully understood when contextualized in the extended network 
of human interactions, which is itself under the direct or indirect influences of natural factors. In 
order to do so, it is necessary to adopt a systemic view encompassing all of these diverse elements. 
These thoughts naturally guided my choice to attempt to think of Bronze Age Corsica as a Complex 
Adaptive System. Born from the need to explain the emergence of entities through the interaction 
between simpler individual elements in the natural sciences, this approach constitutes a valuable 
source of inspiration for many archaeological issues (Bentley and Maschner 2003).  
Remarkably, a large number of analogies can be made between the concepts used by the 
Complex Adaptive System and those located at the core of the different views of agency theory, 
which have largely dominated anthropological debates during the last decades. Since the aim of 
this thesis is to describe and understand an anthropic system, I found it highly suitable to combine 
these two approaches. I chose to adopt William Sewell’s version of agency theory (2005); in effect, 
I believe that his description of social structures as dual, consisting of both virtual schemata and 
actual resources (Sewell 2005:136), provides archaeologists with the potential to develop a 
diachronic view of social change. In this study, I will consider the insular Bronze Age society as a 
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complex system, composed of schemata and resources; a thorough description of the components 
and of their possible interactions should allow me to clearly envision different alternative 
hypotheses, and explicitly state the expectation for rejecting them or not. 
 The quality and the frequency of the interactions between the diverse components of a 
system determine its intrinsic qualities as well as its evolution. I believe the nature of these 
interactions can be estimated for an archaeological context by studying the mobility of the artifacts, 
which can be done by comparing the location where they were found with the location where they 
were presumably made. Provenience studies of raw materials have been successfully conducted in 
the region before. For instance, chemical characterization of obsidian has demonstrated the 
existence of large exchange networks in the Western Mediterranean basin during the Neolithic 
(Tykot 2002). These networks were undoubtedly facilitated by the small size of obsidian artifacts 
and the limited number of obsidian sources in the area. In comparison, tracing the mobility of 
pottery is certainly more challenging. In effect, such an endeavor must deal with the facts that there 
are a staggering amount of clay sources and that the composition of the clay is likely to vary within 
a single source area, not to mention the frequent inclusion of other material as temper by the potter. 
As a result, the sole chemical composition of an artifact will usually not be sufficient to determine 
its origin. This problem does not mean such an attempt is doomed from the start. A judicious 
consideration of the natural and social contexts may allow the archaeologist to provide an 
insightful view on ancient exchange dynamics. Thus, in this work, I will endeavor to relate the 
mobility of ceramics with the level of connection among the different entities composing Bronze 
Age Corsican society. 
The cost and destructive nature of the chemical characterization of ceramics have always 
been major obstacles to the generalization of ceramic raw material provenience studies. These 
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difficulties have been finally overcome during the last decade, with the advent of the portable X-
ray fluorescence spectrometer (pXRF). There is no gainsaying the limitations of this instrument in 
comparison with some other techniques; doing so would most certainly lead to some serious 
disappointments. However, the pXRF may still be used to great advantage when following an 
appropriate method. Its ability to perform non-destructive analyses allows the study of collections 
that would have remained inaccessible otherwise. Such potential was thoroughly realized during 
this research project, since the material of four sites now part of the collections of the museum of 
Sartène was studied there in situ. Another tremendous advantage of the pXRF is the low cost per 
sample when using this instrument. Far from being trivial, this issue has far reaching consequences 
concerning research design; it allows the study of a large sample size, which in turn increases the 
reliability of the results. In addition, a lower cost means a lower amount of risk, and encourages a 
certain amount of audacity in research design. Such conditions were certainly the case here, as the 
ceramic seriation previously performed by Peche-Quilichini was the sole kind of published 
documentation informing the selection of three of the sites, out of the six included in this study 
(Peche-Quilichini 2014b). One may hope my decision to study these sites was daring rather than 
foolish; the results will speak for themselves. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
BACKGROUND 
 
Physical Setting 
Corsica is the fourth largest island in the Mediterranean Sea. Its total surface area is 8,700 
km², with a maximum length of 183 km and a maximum width of 84 km. Located between the 41st 
and the 42nd North parallels, Corsica occupies a central position in the Western Mediterranean 
basin. Its eastern shores are only 30 km away from the Tuscan archipelago in Italy and 90 km away 
from Tuscany. Farther north, Liguria lies 160 km from the northern tip of Corsica, while its western 
coast is located 170 km away from Provence, in France. The large island of Sardinia is even closer, 
separated from the southern extremity of Corsica by a mere 12 km. 
 Most of Corsica’s landmass is characterized by a steep relief, with an average altitude of 
568 m. From a geological point of view, the island can be divided into four main parts (Figure 1). 
In the Southwest, the Variscan mountain range, mostly composed of granites, extends over an area 
of almost 5,000 km². This region has the highest average elevation; the highest peak of the island, 
the Monte Cintu is also located there. Its summit reaches an altitude of 2706 m. The average 
altitude of the younger northeastern mountain range is lower, with a maximum height of 1756 m 
at the San Pedrone peak. Mostly constituted of ophiolites and schists, it emerged during the Alpine 
orogeny. Between these two mountain ranges, a central depression runs in a northwest-southeast 
axis, from the mouth of the Regino River to the mouth of the Solenzara River. The maximum 
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altitude is below 600 m, and its geological composition is complex. Finally, a number of 
Quaternary alluvial plains are found along the coasts (Gauthier 2006:6).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Figure 1: Schematic geological map of Corsica, with the sites studied in this work (adapted 
from Paolini-Saez 2002) 
 
Natural Environment 
The heterogeneity of Corsican climate reflects the complex topography of the island. Up 
to an altitude of 600 m, the climate is typically Mediterranean: winters are humid and moderately 
cold, while summers are dry and hot. From 600 to 1,200 m however, winters tend to be harsher 
and snow falls are not uncommon. Above 1200 m, the climate becomes alpine, with long and 
vigorous winters, and over 60 days of freezing temperatures. Precipitation is abundant but 
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irregular, with the majority of rainfalls occurring in November-December and February-March. 
The volume of precipitations also greatly varies from one year to the next.  
The vegetation cover of Corsica reflects its contrasted climatic zones. Three main levels of 
vegetation may be distinguished. Alongside the coastline, typical species of the 
thermomediterranean zone covers less than 3% of the surface of the island. The 
mesomediterranean level reaches an altitude of 700 m on the ubac slope and 900 m on the adret 
slope. This is by far the most important level of the island, covering more than 70% of the total 
surface. The vegetation cover consists of a thick shrub land, a macchja. The higher slopes are 
occupied by supramediterranean populations, which are gradually supplanted by populations of 
montane zone (Gauthier 2014:43-46). The Corsican fauna includes a certain number of endemic 
species (Vigne 1988:17). Many of them became extinct during the Holocene, as a consequence of 
the increasing impact of the human population on the ecosystem of the island. Among them, 
Prolagus sardus, a species of lagomorph, was a staple of the alimentation of the early inhabitants 
of the islands before its extinction during the metal ages. The wild populations of Ovis orientalis 
(mouflon) that still inhabit in the mountainous zones of Corsica, as well as the omnipresent Sus 
scrofa (boar), descend from domesticated individuals that escaped during the earliest phases of the 
Neolithization of the island (Vigne 1988:19-20). 
 
Cultural Background 
The presence of small groups of hunter-gatherers in Corsica dates back to the ninth 
millennium. The Early Neolithic period, between 5900 and 4900 BC, corresponds to the spread of 
animal domestication, agriculture, and the use of ceramics; it is contemporaneous with the first 
manifestations of the Neolithic revolution in Tuscany and Sardinia (Cesari 2013:61). The 
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newcomers brought several varieties of cereals and legumes, as well as the main domesticated 
species that are still exploited today: Bos taurus (cattle), Sus scrofa (domestic pig), Ovis aries 
(sheep), and Capra aegagrus (goat). Sites have been found inland, but human occupation remains 
concentrated in the coastal area till the beginning of the fourth millennium BC, with the advent of 
the Middle Neolithic (Cesari 2013:63). This period corresponds with an intensification of 
production, concomitant with an important demographic expansion. This phase also coincides with 
the appearance of the first megalithic architecture, which often includes dolmens with raised stones 
alignments (Cesari and Leandri 2013:61). A new era starts with the beginning of the Terrinien or 
Copper Age in the late fourth millennium BC (Cesari 2013:67). The early adoption of copper 
metallurgy contrasts with the apparent state of cultural stasis that lasts throughout the entire third 
millennium. Most notably, the insular society seems to have refused to participate in the Pan-
European Bell Beaker phenomenon. In effect, in continental Europe, the third millennium BC is 
marked by the spread of the Bell Beaker assemblage, named after one of its main components, a 
bell-shaped vessel. In most regions, the appearance of the Bell Beaker funerary custom is rapidly 
followed by a phenomenon of acculturation, associated with the rise of social hierarchy and social 
inequality. Such beakers are virtually absent from Corsica; only two sherds have been found at I 
Calanchi (Cesari 2013:71).  
 
Corsican Bronze Age 
The first systematic program of research on the Corsican Bronze Age was initiated by 
Roger Grosjean and his team in the mid-1950s. Grosjean was interested in both the megalithic 
monuments and the circular towers he dubbed “torre” (singular: torra), from the eponymous site 
near Porto-Vecchio (Virili and Grosjean 1979:5). From 1955 to his untimely death in 1975, 
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Grosjean identified at least one hundred of these structures, the most famous ones being Foce, 
Balestra, Filitosa, Araghju, Cuccuruzzu, Torre, Tappa, Bruschiccia, Ceccia, and Alo-Bisughjè. In 
line with the diffusionist theories that were fashionable at the time, he produced a narrative which 
envisioned the invasion of Corsica in the fourteenth century BC by a technologically superior 
group of sea-faring warriors he dubbed the “Torréens,” since he believed the newcomers built the 
emblematic stone towers. The observations made during the excavation of the site of Filitosa, 
located in the lower valley of the Taravu, constituted the factual foundations for his theory. There, 
armed statue-menhirs, engraved with a dagger and pieces of body armor, were found reemployed 
in the walls of a torre. According to the researcher, these menhirs represented the evolution of the 
raised stones already found in earlier periods of Corsican prehistory, and had been sculpted by the 
native Megalithic people to celebrate their temporary victory over the invaders, whose ultimate 
victory was demonstrated by the destruction of the menhirs and their following use as construction 
material for the erection of the tower.  
Several lines of evidence pleaded for an Eastern Mediterranean origin of the Torreens. 
First, the concept of the torre monument was thought to be derived from the Mycenean tholoi. 
Second, it was held as self-evident that metallurgical technology had been invented in the civilized 
East and subsequently diffused to the backwards Western Europe. Finally, the structural 
similarities betweeen the Corsican torre and the Sardinian nuraghi (also towers) were seen as 
supporting the notion of the common identity of their respective builders. Certain details of the 
weaponry exhibited by the Corsican statue-menhirs and by the Sardinian bronzetti statues were 
seen as reminiscent of the equipment of the Sea Peoples, a loose alliance of tribes that attacked 
Egypt during the reign of Ramses II, an event represented on the stone reliefs of the Medinet Habu 
temple. Furthermore, following a hypothesis that was first developed during the nineteenth 
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century, Grosjean advanced that the very name of Sardinia derived from the Shardana, one of the 
groups mentioned by Ancient Egyptians as belonging to the Sea Peoples, and he baptized his 
interpretation of the events taking place during the Bronze Age the Shardana theory (Virili and 
Grosjean 1979:14-22). 
This compelling narrative started to unravel shortly before Grosjean’s death. Evidence 
emerging from new excavations, in addition to the multiplication of radiocarbon dating disrupted 
the chronological frame which founded the Shardana model; he acknowledged the facts by 
producing a new timeline, which envisionned the presence of the Shardana much earlier than in 
his previous hypotheses, during the Early Bronze Age (Virili and Grosjean 1979). However, the 
possibility that such an invasion ever took place became even more unlikely in the following years. 
In a series of excavations conducted in the 1960s and 1970s, François de Lanfranchi and Michel-
Claude Weiss were able to obtain a continuous stratigraphic sequence from the Early Neolithic to 
the Iron Age, which pushed the emergence of Torréen material culture several centuries back in 
time (Lanfranchi 1996a:149). In the second half of the 1970s, Gabriel Camps excavated copper 
awls and crucibles from a midden at Terrina, in eastern Corsica; radiocarbon dating shows that 
they were used during the first half of the fourth millennium, more than fifteen hundred years 
before the construction of the torre (Camps 1988:128-136). Those finds invalidated the theory of 
the diffusion of metallurgy by Bronze Age invaders. Similarily, radiocarbon dates demonstrated 
the anteriority of the Corsican and Sardinian Bronze Age monuments over the Greek tholoi (Tykot 
1994a). As a consequence, the social developments taking place during the second millenium were 
increasingly seen as the result of local or at most regional dynamics, emphasizing the continuity 
with the previous periods rather than the differences (Peche-Quilichini 2011:156).  
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Even though his explanation was ultimately disproven by newer archaeological 
discoveries, it is undeniable that Grosjean’s ideas set the research agenda for the following 
generations of archaeologists. During the 1980s and the 1990s, a series of excavations relying on 
rigorous stratigraphic techniques were undertaken by Joseph Cesari and François de Lanfranchi, 
providing a considerable amount of new data concerning the function and the age of the torre and 
casteddi. On the other hand, the work of André d’Anna and his team on the plateau of Cauria has 
shed a new light on the use of megalithic monuments throughout Corsican prehistory (D’Anna et 
al. 2007). In contrast, the interest of researchers in Corsican Bronze Age material culture has been 
relatively limited, even though Enrico Atzeni and Françoise Lorenzi pointed at the similarities 
between Italic and Corsican ceramic production during the period (Atzeni 1966; Lorenzi 2001). 
More recently, Kewin Peche-Quilichini’s extensive work on Bronze Age ceramics has contributed 
to refine the chronological timeframe available for this period (Peche-Quilichini 2014). In 
particular, he was able to discern the specificities of the ceramic production of the final phase of 
the Bronze Age. 
It is noteworthy to mention that archaeological evidence indicates the existence of contacts 
between the Eastern and the Western basins of the Mediterranean throughout the Middle and the 
Final Bronze Age, although the nature of these contacts remains highly debated. In any case, the 
identification of the populations of Bronze Age Corsica and Sardinia with the Sea Peoples cannot 
be absolutely put aside (Tykot 1994b). On the contrary, the recent research on the raised stones of 
the Cauria plateau has revived the hypothesis of a Tyhrennian origin of the Shardana (D’Anna et 
al. 2007).  
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Chronology 
More than ten different chronological frames have been suggested for the Corsican Bronze 
Age in the last forty years (Peche-Quilichini 2013). Recently, Peche-Quilichini developed an 
approach based on ceramic seriation that takes into consideration Corsican, Sardinian, and 
continental data. The Early Bronze Age is divided into two parts. The first part of the period, 
between 2200/2000 and 1850 BC, is characterized by the appearance of new shapes in funerary 
contexts. It is not possible to assign a precise origin to this influence, as similar vessels are 
frequently found in southern France and Italy during the period. The second phase, from 1850 to 
1700/1650 BC, corresponds to the spread of these shapes into domestic contexts, where they 
replaced local production. A lack of secure stratigraphic contexts makes it difficult to apply the 
tripartite chronological frame of the Middle Bronze Age that has been developed by Italian 
archaeologists. Instead, Peche-Quilichini prefers to divide the period into an early phase, which 
encompasses the first two phases of the continental chronology, and a later period, which consists 
of the third phase and of the Recent Bronze Age. While the first part of the insular Middle Bronze 
Age, between 1700/1650 and 1450/1425 BC, is marked by central Italian influences, the 
production of the second phase, from 1450/1425 to 1200/1150 BC, seems to largely ignore the 
contemporary developments occurring on the mainland. In particular, examples of Recent Bronze 
Age ceramic are very rare, which justifies their attachment to the Middle Bronze Age. Conversely, 
Final Bronze Age assemblages are well attested, as they have been found on more than 20 sites in 
the southern half of the island (Figure 2). This period lasted for approximately three centuries, 
from 1200/1150 to 850 BC.   
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Climatic Changes 
 Human populations are an integral part of the earth ecosystem, and as such are engaged in 
a relation of interdependence with a constantly evolving environment (Dincauze 2000). 
Consequently, understanding the human past requires a knowledge of the environmental 
conditions prevalent at the time. The aspect of most contemporary Mediterranean landscapes 
results from synergistic interactions between many sorts of inanimate and animate agents. Among 
the latter, humans have played an increased role during the most recent age of earth history, the 
Holocene. One key question is to determine when the impact of human populations became 
preponderant in environmental changes (Roberts et al. 2011). In order to do so, it is important to 
rely on primary proxies which are highly likely to represent exclusively climactic forcing, such as 
lake-level, lake isotope, cave speleothem, deep-sea sedimentary records, and glacier extensions 
and retreats. In contrast, secondary proxies, such as pollen data and geomorphological evidence of 
river incision and alluviation, could be indicative of either or both climatic and anthropic influence. 
 Two sets of data provide us with direct information concerning environmental changes that 
occurred in Corsica during the last ten thousand years. In the 1980s and the 1990s, Maurice Reille 
(1992) conducted a series of palynological studies based on sediment cores he collected both from 
the eastern alluvial plains and from mountain lakes. In the mountain areas, Reille was able to 
discern two main phases in the evolution of the vegetal cover in Corsica. From 6,000 to 2,500 BC, 
forests of deciduous oaks and Taxus (yew) could be found at a higher altitude, while forests of 
Erica arborea (heath) were found at a lower altitude. In the eastern plains, a forest of deciduous 
oaks and Erica arborea covered the whole area. No trace of Mediterranean macchia could be 
detected.  
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Figure 2: Map of Final Bronze Age sites of Corsica (adapted from Peche-Quilichini 2014c) 
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From 2500 to 600 BC, Quercus ilex (holm oak) started to appear in areas where Erica arborea was 
previously the dominant species, together with the appearance of vegetation typical of modern 
Mediterranean areas, such as Pistacia, Olea, and Phillyrea. Reille (1992) interpreted these changes 
as the consequence of human induced forest fires. A later study based on a sediment core coming 
from the mountain lake of Creno evidenced a major episode of deforestation around 5,600 BC, 
which Reille related to the practices of the earliest Neolithic settlers (Reille et al. 1999). More 
recently, sediment coring at the lake of Caniccia in the valley of the Taravu River showed that a 
rise of the water level occurred between 1600 and 1200 BC. It was flanked by two periods of low 
water level, the first one between 2000 and 1500 BC, and the second one between 1200 and 1000 
BC (Vella et al. 2014). 
A recent synthesis provides archaeologists with a precise spatiotemporal frame to 
apprehend the impact of Holocene climate variations on the environment (Magny et al. 2013). 
According to lake-level fluctuations, it appears that two opposite trends were at work on the 
northern and on the southern shores of the Western Mediterranean basin. North of the 40th parallel, 
the climate was characterized by dry summer conditions from 7000 until 2500 BC; at that point, a 
complete reversal took place with the advent of humid summer conditions. Similarly, pollen data 
suggest a decrease in the frequency of forest fires after 2500 BC. Summer precipitations were the 
most subject to change, while winter precipitations and the annual level of precipitations remained 
more stable throughout the period. This may constitute a likely explanation for the spread of 
Quercus ilex between 7000 and 2500 BC. 
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The Torre 
The architectural similarities between the stone towers collectively known as torre raise 
the issue of the possible existence of a cultural unity of southern Corsica (Figure 3). Grosjean 
mentions the existence of more than a hundred of these structures (Camps 1988:189), most of them 
located in the southwestern part of the island. In 2011, Peche-Quilichini listed 57 torre (2011:163). 
Some atypical monuments may have been erected as early as the end of the third millennium BC; 
however, the majority of these towers were built during the EBA 2 and the MBA 2, between 1800 
and 1450 BC. Many sites were still occupied during the Final Bronze Age, but the buildings were 
not maintained, and it even seems as if some of them were deliberately destroyed.  
The plan of a torra is usually circular, a cruciform vestibule located within the outside wall 
leading to the sub-circular central chamber, from where one can access smaller chambers built 
within the outside wall through narrow apertures. Different techniques were used to cover the inner 
rooms: stone corbel vaults are preserved at Cuccuruzzu, while the outside walls of the structure 
are diverging, which suggests the chambers were covered by timber or some other perishable 
material. Several features indicate the former existence of at least one upper level in most towers: 
the shorter arm of the cruciform vestibule consists of a niche facing the base of a spiral staircase 
built within the wall, which must have led to the upper floor of the structure. Moreover, large 
quantities of daub, which may have come from a hypothetical collapsed upper level, were found 
within and around the buildings. The potential existence of one or more upper levels makes the 
possiblity of the residential use of these structures more plausible. The defensive function of these 
towers is corroborated by the considerable thickness of their walls, their usual location on crest 
lines, and also by the discovery of large, elongated stones at Cuntorba and Tusiu, which may have 
supported a defensive platform at the top of the tower. It is also supported by their implantation: 
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in the majority of the cases, the builders took advantage of the numerous granitic blockfields, 
which provided them not only with stable and solid foundations (except at Tusiu, where a terraced 
platform was especially prepared for the erection of the torre), but also with an excellent position 
to observe the surrounding territory. On the other hand, the artifacts found within these structures 
are more consistent with the idea they were used to store food, and either protect or restrict its 
access; thus, fragments of large storing jars were found at Castidetta-Pozzone, Tusiu, and 
Contorba. It is also likely that food preparation took place within these towers, as evidenced by 
the presence of a large hearth in the central room of most buildings, and by the find of grinding 
stones at Contorba. It should be underscored that the use of these buildings for one function does 
not preclude their use for other roles (Peche-Quilichini 2011:160-162).  
 
Figure 3: Torra of Balestra (picture by the author) 
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The Casteddi 
A parallel debate occurs concerning the role of the stone enclosures, or casteddi (singular: 
casteddu) (Figure 4). In fact, this term encompasses several distinct types of sites. Some fortified 
villages are attested from the Middle Neolithic onwards (de Lanfranchi 1996a:153). Other casteddi 
are located next to or surround the remains of a torra; in this case, Cesari suggests they should be 
called “casteddi a torra.” At Castidetta-Pozzone, Ceccia, and Torre, some structures found within 
the enclosure has been identified as dwellings; however, the surface enclosed by the walls of 
Bronze Age structures seems too limited to have welcomed a substantial community (Peche-
Quilichini 2014b:227; Mazet 2006:678). Consequently, their economic function is put forwards 
by de Lanfranchi (1992:347-350). Grinding stones, storage jars, clay balls and clay coils were 
found next to the hearth in one of the two rooms of the B sector of the casteddu of Cuccuruzzu; 
loom weights were found in the other one. The room of the A sector contained many animal bones 
(de Lanfranchi 1992:345). These enclosures may also have been used to define social boundaries 
between a ruling elite and the rest of society, a hypothesis supported by the monumentality of these 
structures (Mazet 2006:679). During the FBA, a new type of casteddu appears, consisting of a 
single stone wall, as at Cuciurpula, Saracinu, and Punta Campana; their defensive function is 
debatable (Peche-Quilichini 2014b:229). 
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Figure 4: Casteddu of Cuccuruzzu (picture by K. Peche-Quilichini, used with permission) 
 
Open Villages 
The high visibility of the fortified sites tends to occult the existence of the open villages, 
which have been mentioned in the literature for a substantial period of time (Cesari 1994:44), but 
about which little information was available until recently. The excavation of an Early Bronze Age 
village at Campu Stefanu, in the Taravu valley, has shed some new light on this type of sites. A 
dozen structures were discovered in the vicinity of a ford, next to a cave shelter which had been 
occupied from the Neolithic to the Iron Age, the occupation of the latter period being funerary in 
nature. The use of cave shelters as dwellings is also frequently attested during this period (Cesari 
et al. 2013:66). At the very end of the period, during the Final Bronze Age, this type of settlement 
becomes much more conspicuous, as large granite blocks were used for the foundations of these 
structures. The excavations at Cuciurpula and at Puzzone, both located in the Alta Rocca region, 
proved the continuous use of these buildings between the Final Bronze Age and the Iron Age. 
Similar structures have also been recognized during surface surveys in adjacent regions (Peche-
Quilichini 2014b:243-246).  
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Funerary Contexts 
There is currently a dearth of information concerning the funerary practices of the Bronze 
Age, especially for the Middle and Final Bronze Ages in Southern Corsica (Cesari et al. 2013:65). 
Megalithic monuments were still being used during the Early Bronze Age, for instance at Palaghju 
(Peretti 1966), and during the Middle Bronze Age, as at Settiva (Cesari et al. 2013:65). In addition, 
natural cavities resulting from the weathering of granite boulders, locally known as tafoni or 
sapare, were used as sepulchral chambers in the Early Bronze Age, as at Minza-Castellucciu, and 
in the Middle Bronze Age, as at I Calanchi (Cesari et al. 2013:65). Similar hypogea nested in rock 
cavities are found in the Gallura region of northern Sardinia, which led some authors to speak of 
a “corso-gallurese cultural entity” during the Early Bronze Age (Cesari 1994:58). There is not any 
site known for the Final Bronze Age, even though cinerary urns in necropolises are ubiquitous in 
contemporaneous mainland Italy (Cesari et al. 2013:66); however, Peche-Quilichini (2014b:227) 
suggests that shelter 2 of Cuciurpula and the shelters of Punta di Casteddu might host some burials 
dating from the period. 
 
Megalithic Monuments  
The earliest example of funerary megalithic architecture is dated back to the Middle 
Neolithic (Cesari and Leandri 2013:87). Its origin remains unknown. Thirty-seven cists, twenty-
two dolmens, and thirteen stone circles are still currently found on the island. The end of the 
construction phase of these structures is unknown, but the dolmen of Settiva contained some 
material of the Early Bronze Age (Cesari and Peche-Quilichini 2013:141), while cists were still 
built during the Early Iron Age (Magdeleine and Ottaviani 2013:162). Over 900 raised stones have 
been discovered in Corsica (Soula 2012:65). Their distribution covers the whole island, but the 
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highest concentration occurs in the southwest (Soula 2012:177). They either stand alone or are 
arranged in alignments. Among the latter, the plateau of Cauria constitutes a most remarkable 
example, with more than 178 stones belonging to different periods of Corsican prehitory (D’Anna 
2006:193). The research program implemented there by D’Anna over twenty years has provided 
the scientific community with a reliable chronology of the raised stones phenomenon. Three 
phases may be distinguished. The first alignments of stones were built in the Middle Neolithic, 
and are coeval with other megalithic monuments. A second phase of building took place at the end 
of the third or at the beginning of the second millennium, during the Early Bronze Age. These 
menhirs, also aniconic, may have remained in use for more than eight hundred centuries, since no 
new construction is attested during the Middle Bronze Age; however, a series of stone enclosures, 
collectively known as Stazzona, are built at the end of this period (Soula 2012:181). Finally, 
towards 1200 BC, a final series of stones are erected; alongside the traditional plain menhirs, they 
include two new types of stone, the statue-menhirs and the armed menhirs, which either depict a 
human figure or a weapon, or both (D’Anna 2006). Another innovation of the late Final Bronze 
Age is the erection of raised stones within or near the fortified centers (Cesari et al. 2013:76). The 
chronological framework advanced by D’Anna may be generalized to the whole island (Soula 
2012:181). It should nevertheless be noted that armed statue-mehnirs have been found reemployed 
in the walls of some torre, at Filitosa for instance, which makes it difficult to generalize this 
chronological placement to the whole island (Soula 2012:182). 
Megalithic structures materialize the different types of relationship linking a geographical 
space to the social group that inhabits it. According to D’Anna (2006:194), the erection of that 
type of monument allows a community to affirm its identity, defined by the sum of its social, 
cultural, and economic practices. Consequently, according to their spatiotemporal position, a 
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monument may mark a boundary between two groups, signal a circulation path between several 
communities, and underscore the association between a social entity and a cultural ressource such 
as a grave or a settlement . It may also support the claim to the use of a material asset, such as a 
productive patch of land or a water resource (Soula 2012:81-87). For instance, the monuments of 
Cauria may have been built to prevent sedimentary deposits to fill the pond located in the center 
of the plateau (D’Anna 2006:208). This role would fit the Stazzona enclosure, although it may also 
have been built to delimit plots of agricultural land, or establish symbolic boundaries (Soula 
2012:305). The implantation of megalithic structures has also been linked to pastoralism, as they 
are often found in lands with weak agricultural potential (Cesari et al. 1994:60), or on the 
traditional paths followed by herds during transhumance (de Lanfranchi 2002:345). 
 
Subsistence Practices 
Archaeological evidence demonstrates that all of the domesticated vegetal and animal 
species exploited in Corsica during the Bronze Age were imported onto the island during the 
Neolithic period, in the sixth millennium BC. However, information on the types of species 
consumed during the Bronze Age is only available for the last phase of the period, the Final Bronze 
Age. Charred remains of acorns, Triticum dicoccum (emmer wheat), Triticum aestivocompactum 
(club wheat), Hordeum vulgare (barley), and Lathyrus (vetchling) have been found in the shelters 
A and B of Cuccuruzzu; barley and acorns have been found in the structure 6 of Cuciurpula (Peche-
Quilichini 2014b:234). 
The size of all the domesticated species decreases during the second millennium BC, which 
may be due to poor nutrition or inbreeding (Vigne 1988:171-173, 181). However, the size of sheep 
and goats declines more slowly than the size of cattle and pigs, which may indicate the beginning 
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of transhumant pastoralism during this period (Vigne 1988:218). The respective proportions of 
ovicaprids, bovinae and suidae remain constant from the Final Neolithic to the Iron Age: cattle is 
the dominant species in the coastal plains, while ovicaprids are more present in the assemblages 
found at mountain sites (Cesari and Peche-Quilichini 2013:126). Cattle may also have been used 
for plowing, as suggested by the discovery of two older individuals at Castiglione (Cesari and 
Peche-Quilichini 2013:127) and of one older animal at Tappa (Vigne 1988:288). Most authors 
think a form of transhumance was practiced during the Bronze Age, which may have started during 
the Early Neolithic (Reille 1999), the Middle Neolithic (Cesari and Peche Quilichini 2013; de 
Lanfranchi 1996), or the Bronze Age (Vigne 1988). This practice is seen as an adaptation to the 
Mediterranean climate of Corsica. In effect, in the winter, the coastal plains benefit from moderate 
temperatures, while the more elevated territories located inland suffer from a harsh temperatures 
and are covered with snow; conversely, in the summer, the coastal pastures are depleted and the 
highland pastures become available (Cesari et al. 2013:66; de Lanfranchi 1996a:157). De 
Lanfranchi (1996b:189) sees a dichotomy between southern Corsica, where agriculture was more 
important, and Northern Corsica, where pastoralism was dominant. 
The importance of hunting and gathering is considerable (de Lanfranchi 1992:353). 
Remains of Prolagus sardus, birds, and snails were found in great quantity at Cuccuruzzu (de 
Lanfranchi 1996c:202). Seashells (Murex) were found at the coastal site of Castiglione (Cesari 
1992:387), but also at Cuccuruzzu (de Lanfranchi 1996c:202). Acorns were found at Cuccuruzzu 
and at Cuciurpula (Peche-Quilichini 2014b:234). 
Human osseous remains are scarce. The pathologies identified consist of Schnorl’s nodes 
and vertebral osteophytes found at I Calanchi, I Sapari, and Minza Castellucciu; cribra orbitalia, 
found at Cauria XXI and at San Michele; cervical osteoarthritis found at Minza Castellucciu; 
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hyperostosis found at I Calanchi; and tooth decay at San Michele (David 2001). The low number 
of remains (less than 20 individuals in total), together with the poor state of preservation, does not 
allow archaeologists to formulate any hypothesis regarding the quality of the nutrition and the 
health level of the population during the Bronze Age. 
 
Metal Production 
Metallurgy was practiced in Corsica as early as the late fourth millenium BC (Cesari 
2013:68). The total number of metal artifacts that may be attributed to the Bronze Age is 
considerably smaller than in Sardinia and on the mainland. In particular, no hoard has been found 
so far, even though they are frequent in the neighboring regions (Cesari and Peche-Quilichini 
2013:130). Nevertheless, the discovery of a few stone casting molds (Peche-Quilichini 2009b; 
Peche-Quilichini et al. 2014) and of about a dozen of ceramic crucibles (Peche-Quilichini 2014c) 
shows that metal crafts were known and the skills practiced throughout the period. 
 
Early and Middle Bronze Age Ceramics 
Peche-Quilichini (2013) describes the ceramic production of the Bronze Age as typically 
insular, a mix of traditional local features and of foreign influences. The first part of the Early 
Bronze Age, starting at the end of the third millennium BC, is characterized by a dichotomy 
between the domestic ware, virtually identical to that of the third millennium BC, and the funerary 
wares, influenced by continental and Sardinian models. Some typical features of the latter style 
include elbow handles, cups on high foot, and polypod vases. Only after 1850 BC, during the 
second part of the Early Bronze Age, do these new influences appear in a domestic context 
(Tramoni 1998). The repertoire of production in Middle Bronze Age 1 and 2, from 1650 to 1450 
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BC, consists of shapes inherited from the previous period, like the closed forms with carinated 
profile, the cups with a single elbow handle, and the tronconical bowls with flattened lips, but also 
of new shapes, such as the open forms with a carinated profile, the shallow dishes with thin walls, 
and carinated dishes with flattened lips. The period also sees the appearance of tronconical dolia 
with a salient shoulder. In a few coastal sites, a limited part of the production shows the influence 
of wares commonly found in continental Italy; these vessels are probably local imitations rather 
than importations (Peche-Quilichini and Cesari 2014). The second part of the Middle Bronze Age, 
sequences 3 and 4, are poorly documented. The Italic influence of the previous period seems to 
have vanished by then.  
 
Final Bronze Age Pottery 
The beginning of the Final Bronze Age, circa 1200 BC, constitutes a genuine rupture with 
the previous tradition. These new ceramics, called A.C.C. by Peche-Quilichini (standing for 
Apazzu, Cuccuruzzu, Castidetta) has been found on more than twenty-five sites, all of them located 
in the southern part of the island (Peche-Quilichini 2009a, 2010, 2013, 2014a, 2014b). Through 
seriation, the corpus may tentatively be divided into three chronological subgroups, although these 
subdivisions could also correspond to regional or functional differences. The defining features of 
the first group are a high frequency of ceramic bases that were flattened on a basket-woven disk, 
which may have been used as an early potter’s wheel; tronconical bowls with a single grasping 
element; biconical jars with flaring necks; shallow tronconical dishes; drinking cups with an S 
profile; and single-handle cups. The second group is found at the sites of Apazzu Vecchju, 
Cuccuruzzu, Ceccia, Punta di Casteddu, Torre, Torracone, and Punta Campana. The forms are 
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identical to those of the first group, but the occurrence of low-shaped dishes is much higher. 
Hemispherical bowls are common.  
Other original features of this ceramic assemblage consist of thin clay strips added at the 
juncture of segmented vessels, in order to give them a carinated appearance, and horizontal grooves 
located just above the shoulder of certain jars. The last group is found at Cuccuruzzu, Cuciurpula, 
Ranfonu, Punta di Casteddu, Ceccia, Torre, Turricciola, Furcina, Santa Barbara, Valle, Capula, 
Punta Campana, I Stantari, Stazzona, and Alo-Bisughjè. Only in this group are found a high 
proportion of small vases, alongside ovoid jars and straight jars with flaring neck. The most 
intriguing characteristic of the A.C.C. assemblages is the presence on most sites of what genuinely 
constitutes a fine ware, the “Production B.” On most A.C.C. sites, this specific production 
constitutes 12-15% percent of the total production. The shapes of this type of pottery are identical 
to the smaller vessels of the regular production, consisting of bowls with a flat base, which may 
be hemispherical, tronconical, or carinated, along with a series of small to medium vessels, more 
open, sometimes with a convergent rim. The only morphological difference with the regular 
production is the systematic presence of round or ogival lips. However, the chaîne opératoire of 
the two productions is markedly different. First, the paste of the “production B” contains few oe 
no inclusions, whereas the fabric of the regular ware has a large number of inclusions, some of 
them larger than two millimeters. Moreover, the thinness of the vessel walls, invariably between 
three and nine millimeters, and the attention given to make the profile of the vessels regular and 
symmetrical, suggest a certain level of standardization during the shaping process. During the 
drying phase, the surface of the vessels was conscientiously burnished, and the majority of them 
were then fired in a reducing atmosphere. The shiny black luster of the finished vessels must have 
been of the highest aesthetic quality, comparable to the best examples of Italian figulina and 
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ceramica nero-lucida wares. The classification of the sherds analyzed in this study as coarse ware 
or fine ware is indicated in Appendix A, page 93. A picture of each sherd is included in Appendix 
B, page 103. 
 
Interregional Exchanges 
The existence of an interregional trade network during the Middle Bronze Age and later on 
is shown by the transfer of technologies and artifacts between the Eastern and the Western basins 
of the Mediterranean Sea. The location of mineral resources, especially the tin and copper ores 
needed for the production of bronze artifacts, provided the impetus for the emergence of that 
extensive trading network. It is undeniable that this network reached Corsica, as evidenced by the 
find of an oxhide copper ingot in San Anastasia Borgo, near Bastia (Lo Schiavo 2013), and of 
Eastern glass beads at Campu Stefanu (Cesari et al. 2011). The modality and the extent of these 
exchanges remains debated. There is no evidence of direct contact with Mycenean traders so far 
(Cesari et al. 2013:64). The nature of the relationships between Corsican society and the 
neighboring regions is not much clearer. The similarities between the Corsican torre and the 
Sardinian nuraghe have been underscored by most Corsican archaeologists (Camps 1988:230), 
but Usai (2013:216; 225) challenges the idea of a direct relationship between the two types of 
buildings, and suggests that the nuraghi constituted a prestigious model for the Corsicans to 
follow. In addition, some defining monuments of Sardinian society, the domus de janas (hypogea) 
and the tombe di giganti (megalithic tombs), are conspicuously absent from Corsica (Cesari et al. 
2013:66; Usai 2013:224). Craft production shows the appropriation of certain Sardinian or Italian 
techniques throughout the Bronze Age. However, Peche-Quilichini (2014a:201) notes the fact that 
only a few techniques are borrowed at a given time, but a complete replacement of the material 
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culture never occurs. Moreover, only a few microregions are affected at a time; thus, Italic 
influences in the ceramic production have not been detected in the Sartenais and in the region of 
Porto-Vecchio (Peche-Quilichini 2014a:195), while the ACC Final Bronze Age assemblage is 
absent from the Taravu valley (Peche-Quilichini 2013:50).  
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CHAPTER THREE 
SYSTEMIC VIEW OF BRONZE AGE CORSICA 
 
Social Organization 
A certain number of cultural features, especially in the field of architecture, are exclusively 
found in the southern half of Corsica, which has led most archaeologists to attribute a cultural 
homogeneity to this area. De Lanfranchi (1992:357) speaks of a “civilization of the casteddi, which 
endures till the Roman era,” and evokes the possibility of the existence of a central authority. 
However, this consensus does not extend to the question of the relationship between southern and 
northern Corsica. In particular, archaeologists disagree on whether the few towers found in the 
northern half of the island should also be considered as torre, or if they are marginal attempts to 
reproduce models from southern Corsica, Sardinia, or Tuscany (Peche-Quilichini 2014b:194). 
Another issue concerns the role of the stone buildings. Most authors consider them to be indicative 
of the development of a social hierarchy throughout the Bronze Age, whose origins must be looked 
for in the demographic growth of the Copper Age (Cesari 1992:387). Thus, Mazet (2006:687) 
affirms that the sheer erection of such structures implies the existence of an elite able to mobilize 
a considerable amount of labor. The accumulation of food and luxury items within enclosed spaces 
has also been interpreted as the sign of social boundaries among the individuals who had access to 
the stored goods, and those who did not (Camps 1988:226; de Lanfranchi 1992:348). The power 
of this ruling elite seems to be established on their military might, in parallel with the development 
of the Homeric society of the Aegean Bronze Age. Once again, the architecture constitutes a major 
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argument in favor of this hypothesis. Mazet affirms the height of the walls of the casteddi, 
combined with the disposition of their main gate, would have given a determining advantage to 
the defenders during a fight. The widespread occurence of molds dedicated to weapon making also 
supports the idea of a primacy of martial activities. Finally, the engraving of daggers and swords 
on raised stones during the final phase of the period suggests a strong emphasis on patriarchal and 
militaristic values. Consequently, archaeologists have assumed that a state of competitive or 
antagonistic relationships, if not all out war, existed among the different communities (Cesari et 
al. 2013). On the other hand, the same authors believe transhumance was practiced during the 
Bronze Age, which implies the mobility of herds between the coastal plains and the inland plateaus 
(Cesari et al. 2013:66; de Lanfranchi 1996b:189-190). It is difficult to conceive that these 
movements could have taken place regularly in an atmosphere of latent warfare.  
The attempts to envision the spatial organization of southern Corsican society during the 
Bronze Age have relied on these assumptions, and considered torre and casteddi as central places, 
around which less visible settlements revolved (Cesari et al. 2013:64-65; Usai 2013:224). The 
specific nature of the Corsican landscape, fragmented by an omnipresent relief, hinders the use of 
methods that were successfully applied in more homogeneous territories. Nevertheless, a 
combination of these techniques hints at the importance of the largest alignments of raised stones 
at a regional level; these monuments may have been pan-tribal sanctuaries (Peche-Quilichini 
2008). Soula goes further and compares the implantation of the raised stone alignments to the 
skeletal structure of a community. The reappearance of these monuments in the Early Bronze Age 
shows the tension among communities competing for productive territories, in an atmosphere of 
demographic growth. Menhirs were raised to assert the rights of a group to exploit the resources 
of a given part of the land. These tensions are attenuated during the Middle Bronze Age, as 
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settlements seem to concentrate toward the coast, which corresponds with the beginning of Italian 
influences in the ceramic production (Soula 2012:304-312). The end of the Bronze Age is marked 
by a sharp decrease in the number of settlements (Cesari et al. 2013:67). Many of the sites 
abandoned during this period are reoccupied later, during the Final Bronze Age. However, Peche-
Quilichini (2011) believes this new phase of occupation constitutes the beginning of a new cycle 
in Corsican prehistory, as the role of the torre and the casteddi has changed. Soula disagrees, and 
suggests a continuous use of these structures till the end of the second millennium BC. According 
to him, the implantation of the raised stone alignments shows that the territorial entities of the Final 
Bronze Age have reached an optimal size (Soula 2012:309-312). 
 
Systemic View  
Several attempts at thinking of human society as a composite system, encompassing 
entities of different nature, have occurred in the last decades. However, most of these endeavors 
sought to describe society as a closed, stable system, in a state of equilibrium. In this perspective, 
social change was assumed to consist of a series of shifts from one equilibrium to the next. A more 
dynamic view is offered by complex, far from equilibrical systems. Such structures are open, 
receiving and emitting fluxes of energy and matter with their surrounding environment (Byrne and 
Callaghan 2014:25-26). Key characteristics of that kind of system are hierarchy and near-
decomposability. In effect, repeated interaction among the basic components lead to the 
spontaneous constitution of entities whose behavior cannot be reduced to the sum of their parts 
(Mitchell 2009:12). In turn, the interaction of these subsystems triggers the emergence of higher 
level phenomena, eventually resulting in the appearance of a hierarchized global system. The 
notion of near-decomposability refers to the fact that more interactions take place within a 
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subsystem than among subsystems. Due to the dynamic nature of the relationship among the 
components within the system itself, an event affecting a single component may have an impact 
both different in scale and in direction on the global system. Consequently, external stimuli affect 
the system in a non-linear way. Complex adaptive systems, or cas, are a category of complex 
systems that share the capacity to adapt to a changing environment through the computation of 
information received from outside, without the need for any kind of central control (Mitchell 
2009:109-110). 
During the 1960s and the 1970s, in an endeavor to go beyond a merely descriptive 
approach, archaeologists sought to develop models that could explain the changes in settlement 
patterns observed in the archaeological record. Some researchers started using a systemic 
framework in order to understand the way the numerous natural and cultural variables involved in 
the evolution of settlement patterns interacted (Anschuetz et al. 2001:170). In the last twenty years, 
recent developments in the field of physics and cybernetics have provided archaeologists with a 
new body of literature, known as network theory, which offers models of interactions among the 
components of a complex system (Barabasi 2011). It allows scientists to explore the way different 
scenarios of interactions among discrete entities may lead to similar emergent properties of a 
complex system (Brughmans 2013:225). The application of this type of approach to archaeological 
issues must take into account the low chronological resolution of the data, which is often 
compensated by an emphasis on spatial considerations (Collard et al. 2015:11). In addition, one 
should be aware that the networks created this way are simplified abstractions of the past; in order 
to become a heuristic device, they must be calibrated so that they effectively represent interactions 
among actual entities (Byrne and Callaghan 2014:161). However, network analysis also presents 
some advantages; among them, Brughmans mentions the consideration of both geographical and 
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social space, the articulation of different scales of interaction, the incorporation of animate and 
inanimate entities, and the potential for a diachronic study of a system. The two main components 
of a network are the nodes, which are graphic representations of the components of a system, and 
the ties, which represent the connection among components. The nature of these representations 
are defined according to the research question. The relative importance of certain nodes may be 
assessed by centrality measures. Approaches developed by sociologists may also be applied to 
archaeological issues. For instance, affiliation networks, which seek how individuals may be 
related through the participation to a specific event, or ego networks, centered on the ties between 
a single individual. However, the types of networks that are the most popular among archaeologists 
were developed by physicists to explore issues related to complex systems (Brughmans 2013). 
Scale-free networks follow a power-law distribution, with a large number of poorly connected 
nodes and a limited number of very well connected nodes. Small-world networks combine 
qualities of regular networks, where each node is only connected to its closest neighbors and the 
path length between two nodes tends to be important, and random networks, where nodes may be 
directly connected with any other node, which makes the path length shorter. In effect, while small-
world networks retain a certain degree of clustering, the average path length between two nodes 
tend to be shorter (Bentley 2003:17-18). 
Many concepts associated with complexity theory find analogical correspondences in the 
manifold declensions of agency theory. The reliance of agents on mental and material schemata to 
act is similar to the feedback exercised by the components of a complex system to suppress a 
source of instability; in both cases, the non-linear relationship between the intent and its outcome 
will result in unexpected consequences for the whole system. This dynamic view of society 
concurs with the goals of archaeology to provide a long-term perspective of social change (Layton 
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2003). In addition, complexity theory has the potential to serve as a unifying framework for the 
competing theories currently used by archaeologists. The non-linear causality between an event 
and its consequences witnessed in a complex system also allow researchers to set themselves free 
from a rigid, unidirectional view of social change; consequently, unexpected events such as 
migrations, technological advance, or wars may also be part of the archaeological reflection 
(Bentley 2003). In this perspective, resilience theory may be seen as an attempt to interpret social 
changes in a non-linear way, with an emphasis on negative feedback (Butzer 2012:3632). Relying 
on a systemic view of human society allows us to state explicitly how we understand the nature of 
the interplay between structures and invidual agency.  
In effect, several authors have advanced diverse theoretical views, which share the same 
basic premises but often differ in the way the role of individual agency, the possible existence of 
collective agency, and the nature of the structures are conceived. Anthony Giddens’s structuration 
theory allows archaeologists to reflect on the relationship between the social structure, which 
includes the material aspects that constitute the subject of our study, and the practice of individual 
agents. He defines structure as the “Rules and resources, recursively implicated in the reproduction 
of social systems” (Giddens 1984:377). William Sewell (2005) builds on Gidden’s theory to offer 
a more detailed definition of social structures. He considers structures to be dual, consisting of 
both virtual schemata and actual resources (Sewell 2005:136). Schemata and resources are 
embedded in an iterative process, where schemas are the effect of resources, and vice-versa; 
consequently, the continuation of a specific schemata necessarily entails the accumulation of the 
corresponding type of resources (Sewell 2005:137). However, structures are also characterized by 
features that inherently tend to trigger social change, such as the existence of multiple structures 
within a social group, the unpredictability of resources accumulation, the polysemy of resources, 
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and the intersection of resources (Sewell 2005:140-143). I believe Sewell’s conception of agency 
theory is remarkably suited for a systemic approach of human society, since it enables one to 
envision clearly the changing nature of the relationship among the diverse components of a system. 
I will therefore rely on his ideas to develop a systemic approach to Bronze Age Corsica.   
In Sewell’s perspective, human society is composed of different social structures, evolving 
under the influence of internal and external factors. Even though archaeologists are only able to 
identify a limited number of all the actual resources, other resources as well as schemata may be 
retrieved through the examination of proxies. In order to discern how these structures form a 
system, and how this system evolved over time, I will follow the methodology suggested by Byrne 
and Callighan (2014:154), which is composed of four steps. First, the components constituting the 
system must be defined. In this study, I will categorize the components as resources or schemata. 
Second, each component must be described, which implies the mention of each potential 
interaction with another component; I will therefore list the potential relationship between a 
resource and different schemata, and, conversely, between a schema and different resources. The 
third part of the methodology is called trending by the authors. It consists of tracing the evolution 
of a system through the changing interactions among its components and with other systems. It 
should be mentioned here that different processes unfold on different chronological scales; 
consequently, the state of a structure at a given point in time may result from events that took place 
earlier. This observation is closely linked to the notion of path dependence, which states that the 
development of a social group is contingent on events that previously affected it. Therefore, even 
though my focus is on the Final Bronze Age, I will consider the evolution of phenomena on a 
deeper chronological scale whenever it seems appropriate. For the sake of clarity, I will group the 
components into three main conceptual categories that are often used in literature - subsistence, 
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built environment, and craft production - and consider these three categories separately for these 
first three steps of the method. Finally, during the last step of this approach, I will try to assign 
causality among some potential sources of disturbance and the changes observed in the system. I 
will thus be able to imagine several alternative narratives about social change in Bronze Age 
Corsica. These scenarios will allow me to envision the different possibilities concerning the nature 
of regional exchanges during the Final Bronze Age, and to state how I expect the chemical 
composition of the pottery would match a given situation. 
 
Subsistence Practices 
Food procurement constitutes a primal need for any human group. Prior to the development 
of ancient empires, sedentary societies principally relied on local sources of food; the control and 
proper management of agro-pastoral lands was tantamount to the survival of a community. A given 
food production system is not strictly determined by the surrounding environment, but also 
depends on social choices (Horden and Purcell 2000:45). In the Mediterranean area, the various 
food systems generally share in common the emphasis on minimizing the risk of penury created 
by the highly varying climatic conditions (Horden and Purcell 2000:179). It was thus imperative 
to diversify, store, and redistribute food (Horden and Purcell 2000:199). Cereals offer an 
advantageous output compared to the amount of energy needed, but are particularly sensitive to 
adverse weather conditions. Consequently, a ubiquitous strategy was to adapt the type of crops to 
the nature of the land (Horden and Purcell 2000:201). In addition, the exploitation of territories 
usually considered as marginal for being ill-suited to cereal production was crucial in ancient 
economy (Horden and Purcell 2000:181). Among them, forests were not only a source of food for 
humans and animals, but also provided other valuables goods such as firewood, timber, honey, 
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and glue (Horden and Purcell 2000:182-186). Wetlands were also an important part of ancient 
economy, being used as alternative sources of food or as pastures (Horden and Purcell 2000:188-
189).  
Animal husbandry presented the same diversity, the choice and proportions of the species 
exploited depending not only on a changing environment but also on a specific social context. It 
does however sharply contrasts with agricultural production in its mobility, which provides a 
community with much need flexibility in an unpredictable environment (Horden and Purcell 
2000:199). From a systemic perspective, both the land where the production took place and the 
goods themselves should be seen as resources. Beyond subsistence issues, food could also be used 
as a resource by a specific group to increase its power within a community or with external 
communities. In that respect, the two main categories of good suitable for such a purpose have 
opposed characteristics. The adoption of pottery production at the dawn of the Neolithic era made 
the storage of cereals a common practice, thanks to the durability and impermeability of ceramic 
containers (Rice 2015:10). As they were susceptible to be preserved for a good amount of time, 
they may be potentially accumulated by a restricted segment of a social group and used as a means 
of exerting power within or outside the community through redistribution or trade (Horden and 
Purcell 2000:205). On the other hand, the mobility of animals enables their owner to maximize the 
economic potential of a larger territory by successively exploiting distant patches of non-
agricultural lands (Horden and Purcell 2000:205). Besides, as a form of capital, animals are more 
easily moved than any other staple and as such may be more conveniently used as a means of 
exchange.  
As mentioned above, the major source of disturbance in the food system is undoubtedly 
the unpredictable climate. In addition to annual variations, paleoenvironmental studies evidence 
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the succession of cold, wet periods and hot, dry periods throughout the Holocene. Unfortunately, 
the data concerning Bronze Age agricultural practices are too scarce to be significant. 
Nevertheless, the presence of acorns, cereals and domesticated animals in most archaeological 
sites matches the idea of an economy based on the exploitation of a range of different lands 
described above. A central issue in the question of food systems in Corsica is the age and origin 
of transhumance, a practice strongly associated with the island during antiquity and the modern 
era. In their review of the scientific literature dedicated to the appearance of transhumant 
pastoralism, Arnold and Greenfield (2006:13-14) affirm that four main models exist concerning 
this issue. Transhumance may be interpreted as resulting from an external pressure, the 
colonization of the highlands being the outcome of a latent political instability. This view valorizes 
the accrued mobility associated with pastoralism, as well as the increased security offered by the 
uplands. Conversely, transhumance may be seen as the outcome of an internal factor: it emerges 
as the consequence of a regional symbiosis, where the productive specialization emerges from the 
complexification of the society, which is itself the result of demographic pressure. Another view 
stresses the importance of the environmental setting, and assumes the practice developed in the 
very first centuries of the Neolithic revolution, as an adaptation to an ecologically varied habitat. 
Finally, transhumance may also be included in Sherratt’s ideas concerning the occurrence of a 
secondary products revolution during the Copper Age, which was part of a general trend toward 
the intensification of production. In this context, the production of milk, wool, and animal labor in 
addition to meat production conferred an increased importance to animal husbandry, leading to the 
adoption of transhumance as a strategy to maximize the extent of pastoral activities.  
The first two hypotheses focus on possible triggers of social changes, one being external 
and the other internal. On the other hand, the last two hypotheses emphasize the function of animal 
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products as social resources. Most Corsican archaeologists believe some early form of 
transhumance arose during the Middle Neolithic. This view is based on two main arguments. First, 
there seems to be a correlation between megalithic monuments and transhumance pathways. 
Second, Reille’s analysis of the palynological evidence supports the idea of a major deforestation 
event around 5500 BC, corresponding to the time of arrival of Neolithic settlers. However, more 
recent regional syntheses suggest that large fires may have been triggered by the dry and hot 
climatic conditions prevailing at the time. Zoological evidence points at a later period, during the 
Bronze Age. 
 
Built Environment 
Our knowledge of Bronze Age settlements is almost entirely limited to the torre and the 
casteddi. The fascination of modern archaeologists with the built environment of this period should 
be seen as a tribute to the formidable impression these structures still exert on us, almost four 
thousand years after their construction. Undoubtedly, the effect must have been even stronger on 
the coeval populations, which were unaccustomed to such large artificial landmarks. Any social 
group associated with these structures must have been able to accumulate a considerable amount 
of social prestige, which would have translated into social power. In the other hand, the sheer 
construction of structures of this size presupposes the existence of social mechanisms allowing the 
mobilization of labor from other groups, beyond the community represented by the rather small 
village sometimes found in the immediate vicinity of the stone buildings. It would be 
presumptuous to assume that these two kinds of groups were linked by a relation of domination. 
However, this hypothesis is supported by the restricted means of access to the internal part of these 
buildings, which has been interpreted as an endeavor to underscore social boundaries physically. 
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In any case, this social structure predated the erection of the torre and casteddi, since it constituted 
a condition of their creation. The social structures at the origin of their construction should then be 
looked for elsewhere. The entire schema could have been imported from outside, maybe as the 
outcome of a migration. On the other hand, if we admit that these buildings represent the adaptation 
of a preexisting social structure to changing circumstances, their emergence is likely to be linked 
to one or more functions that increased the worth of a resource or created one.  
Due to the discovery of large storage jars and of material related to food processing, these 
building have been described as granaries. Storing food has been seen as an adaptive behavior to 
the inherently erratic climatic conditions of the Mediterranean area. If this was the main motive 
behind the erection of the torre, the value of these towers as a resource would fluctuate according 
to climatic changes. Accumulating food can also be seen as a social strategy linked to the 
intensification of production, the surplus being used to increase the social prestige of a group 
through conspicuous consumption, or to participate in exchange networks with other groups. Once 
again, this view assumes of an existing or rising elite, able to mobilize the labor of subaltern 
groups. In addition, the defensive function of the torre and casteddi has been evoked by several 
authors. Living within these structures or having a preferential access to them would certainly have 
bolstered the capacity of a privileged group to control a territory and exert their domination on 
other communities, as it would have dramatically decreased the dominated group’s chances of 
success to retaliate successfully. The multiplication of these buildings on a somewhat limited space 
may also suggest endemic warfare among elite groups. Finally, the issue of the distinction between 
torre and casteddi should be considered. In effect, both types of buildings have been associated 
with the same functions, even though their size varies; one may wonder if this difference could be 
linked to the larger importance in terms of prestige or workforce of certain communities.  
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The numerous alignments of raised stones have been compared to the fossil backbone of 
prehistoric societies, reflecting the social organization of space. From that point of view, the 
location of each stone depends not only on its individual role, but also its relationship with the 
entire set of raised stones found on the island. Recently, an entire dissertation has been written on 
this topic (Soula 2012). Adopting a systemic approach, the author relies on GIS spatial analyses to 
explore the relationship among the different monuments. The Bronze Age may be divided into 
three main periods. After two millennia of lack of interest for raised stones, the Early Bronze Age 
is marked by a renewing phase of construction. Soula interprets the distribution of monuments as 
expressing the spatial boundaries among social entities, in a period of intense competition for the 
appropriation of land. In contrast, there is no evidence of building activity during the Middle 
Bronze Age. The last phase of construction coincides with the beginning of the Final Bronze Age, 
or maybe with the very end of the Middle Bronze Age. It is characterized by the creation of large 
alignments and of two new types of raised stones, the statue-menhir and the statue-armée. While 
the exact function of these two monuments is uncertain, the larger alignments may correspond to 
tribal sanctuaries. The distribution of the different clusters of raised stones suggests that the 
communities of the Final Bronze Age were fewer in number and larger in size.  
 
Craft Production 
The concept of the chaîne opératoire constitutes a useful way to distinguish between 
resources and schemata in the domain of craft production,. In effect, this approach takes into 
consideration the entire history of an artifact, from the procurement of raw material until its 
ultimate discarding. This chronological sequence is then divided into several different analytical 
units, in which technological processes are related to the anthropological context. In terms of a 
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systemic perspective, the raw material and the facilities required for a specific type of production 
could be considered as resources, while the technological knowledge and the social function of an 
artifact could be seen as schemata. While similarities in the external appearance of artifacts suggest 
some form of exchange among different communities, it is generally accepted that technical 
characteristics that are not conspicuous should be considered as a better indicator to determine the 
social context of production. For instance, the concept of “technological style” developed by 
Lemonnier emphasizes the importance of the functional and invisible features of an artifact in 
order to assess its social dimension. In effect, during his stay among the Anga people of New 
Guinea, he was able to observe that the distribution of certain features of the artifacts, which do 
not seem to fulfill a function but are the result of an arbitrary choice among equivalent options 
during the manufacturing process, are not random: it corresponds to the social context of the 
transmission of technological knowledge (Lemonnier 1992). This situation corresponds to the 
notion of “community of practice” developed by Etienne Wender in his study of the acquisition of 
knowledge. Wender (1998:153) argues that the elements of knowledge and skills which are 
transmitted through the reproduction of the gestures of a master by their apprentice lead to a sense 
of shared identity, stating that “membership in a community of practice translates into identity as 
a form of competence.” According to him, identity is a “multimembership.” as individuals are 
engaged into several communities of practices, which may have conflicting interests or norms of 
behavior; consequently, identity may sometimes be defined as a “conciliation” among these 
different components (Wender 1998:170).  
In the case of Bronze Age Corsica, three main categories of artifacts must be taken in 
consideration: pottery, metal objects, and prestige goods. The main constituent of ceramics is clay, 
a material which is generally widely available. Different kinds of quality exist, but ethnographic 
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studies done in Africa suggest that for the most part, domestic pottery may be made with a large 
range of different clays; the selection of a specific deposit is therefore mainly determined by social 
factors. The same studies also show that concerning ceramic production, the transmission of 
knowledge occurs within a group sharing features such as a common language or kinship 
relationships, supporting the idea that they form a coherent community. Thus, a shared identity 
may be equated with a shared practice, and the observations concerning the traces left the gestures 
by an individual potter may be extended to a whole “community of practice,” and furthermore, to 
networks of community of practice, as “identity in practice is therefore always an interplay 
between the local and the global” (Wender 1998:162). In order to apply these concepts to 
archaeological ceramics, it is not sufficient only to consider the finished product, whose 
appearance may have been designed to fulfill some universal needs which are not specific to a 
particular community, or made to please the taste of another group. To equate specific vessels with 
the communities that crafted them, we need to consider the specific practices used by the potters 
during their work, which could allow us to attribute certain movements made during the 
manufacturing process with a given community of practice where they were learnt.  
The nature of these movements and their chronological order may be studied through the 
recreation of the chaîne opératoire of the production, detailing both the gestures of the potter and 
his/her social positionality at every point of the manufacturing sequence (Lemonnier 1992). It 
allows one to consider productive activities as embedded within the social dynamics. For instance, 
through the study of current pottery making practices in Africa, Gosselain (2000:189) was able to 
discern three different types of technological operations, evolving at differential paces which are 
linked to the extent of the visibility of the gestures made by potter for other members of the group. 
The first type consists of techniques which leave visible traces, potentially noticeable by a large 
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number of community members, and are also malleable: certain processing techniques (tempering 
or mixing clays to modify texture or color), “preforming” or “secondary forming,” decoration, 
certain firing techniques (smudging), and most postfiring treatments. Techniques in this category 
evolve rapidly. (Gosselain 2000:191). A second category is composed of techniques which are 
inconspicuous, but technically malleable: clay selection, extraction, processing, and firing. 
Changes happening during this part of the manufacturing sequence are only known by a limited 
number of people; however, a potter may easily modify the movements learnt during 
apprenticeship if the context demands so. Finally, the last category consists of the fashioning stage, 
also called “primary forming.” The potter is the only person involved in this stage, which is most 
likely to remain stable (Gosselain 2000:192).  
Thus, Gosselain argues that one should use this frame in order to differentiate the diverse 
elements composing a specific chaîne opératoire; each technological system constitutes an 
aggregate of elements of different origins, reflecting the social interactions of the potter and of the 
community at large. Gosselain concludes that different chronological and social scales of evolution 
may be discerned through the study of decoration and the three types of technology he identified. 
The examination of past manufacturing traditions leads to the same conclusions (Van der Leeuw 
1993).This approach effectively provides archaeologists with a middle range theory bridging 
archaeological evidence with practice theory (Livingstone Smith 2010). Thus, in a systemic 
perspective, a change in the manufacturing sequence of craft production could be seen as a a 
structural change, potentially linked to other structural changes. Unfortunately, we must deplore 
the lack of any kind of archaeometrical inquiries specifically dedicated to the ceramic production 
of the Corsican Bronze Age. However, his meticulous study of visible technological features led 
him to suggest the existence of two distinct chaînes opératoires during the Final Bronze Age: “A” 
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coarseware production, reminiscent of previous insular traditions, and “B” fineware production, 
which seems related to coeval Sardinian and continental pottery. Of particular interest is his 
hypothesis that the B production may have been produced by specialists using a specific type of 
kiln. Diverse conjectures may be emitted regarding the function of this class of pottery. The paste 
seems well-fired and presents a lower amount of inclusions, two characteristics enhancing the 
capacity of a vessel to hold liquid. While this characteristic is not surprising for domestic pottery, 
it may also be related to drinking practices shaped by the dominating elites of each community for 
laying social boundaries, with the aim of consolidating their privileged position. This hypothesis 
is also supported by the different manufacturing process, which may have required the 
involvement of specialized craft persons, as well as specific facilities. If it were the case, the 
quantity of labor needed to produce this kind of ceramics would have prohibited the workers from 
acquiring their means of subsistence themselves, which necessarily implies some sort of 
redistribution orchestrated by a restricted circle of individuals. If we assume that the B production 
is not merely the imitation of foreign models by local pot makers, we must consider the appearance 
of this new structure as the result of the introduction of a new schema by foreign individuals. 
Depending on the degree of specialization needed, this may either correspond to exogamic 
practices leading to the settlement of the new spouses in the local communities, or to the hiring of 
specialized craft persons by an elite group. 
Metal objects may be studied from a similar stance. The main difference resides in the 
availability of the raw material required in the manufacturing process of bronze objects, copper 
and tin. While copper is found in Corsica, the only historical copper mines are in the northern half 
of the island, and were first used from the Middle Ages on at the earliest. Tin is absent from the 
island, and must necessarily have been imported. Once again, the lack of archaeometrical studies 
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prevents archaeologists from investigating the nature of the manufacturing processes and the origin 
of the raw materials, although recent typological comparisons among artifacts found in Corsica 
and neighboring regions hint at a central Italian influence in the Early and Middle Bronze Age, 
whereas the Final Bronze production shows more affinities with Sardinian artifacts. Bronze axes 
are assumed to have fulfilled a utilitarian purpose, increasing the productivity of a large number 
of different processes. On the other hand, swords and daggers may only have been used as 
weapons. The scarcity of human remains does not allow one to assess whether intergroup warfare 
was a frequent phenomenon, or if the weapons and the warlike representations are part of a system 
of values aimed at enforcing intragroup social hierarchy. In both cases, the factors thought to be at 
the origin of the phenomenon are the rise of social complexity, the appearance of food storage 
practices, population pressure, and lack of resources (Arkush and Tung 2013). 
 
Alternative Narratives of Social Change 
Archaeological evidence suggests the Corsican population of the Copper Age was already  
engaged in the process of diversifying their sources of food supply in order to avoid penury. For 
instance, remains of wild and domesticated animal species, acorns, legumes, and cereals were 
found in the Terrina midden (Camps 1988). Ovicaprid remains found there show that the animals 
suffered from chronic seasonal food shortages, which suggests that transhumance was not 
practiced at the time. There is no evidence either for the storage and possible redistribution of 
cereals until the appearance of the first torre, erected at the beginning of the Early Bronze Age, 
possibly even earlier. Their construction may be seen as a collective endeavor to prevent any 
shortage of food caused by the dry climatic phase starting in the end of the third millennium. 
Another hypothesis would be to assume the existence of an elite able to mobilize the necessary 
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labor to build these large structures. Naturally, these two hypotheses should not be seen as mutually 
exclusive. In effect, a causal link may have existed between the occurence of a prolonged period 
of dearth and the rise of an elite group able to capitalize on their control of the most fertile lands. 
Such a group would have been able to accumulate the surplus production of food staples in order 
to participate in the regional exchange networks and acquire the raw materials necessary for the 
production of bronze. A link may exist between this need for raw material and the receptivity of 
Corsican society to external influences, as evidenced by the spread of new types of vessels, 
manifestly inspired by foreign production. This phenomenon sharply contrasts with the 
conspicuous isolation of Corsican society during the Copper Age.  
The rising power of certain communities may have in turn enticed rival communities to 
build their own torre. The wealth kept inside these towers, together with the need to control lands 
to obtain surplus goods, could have favored the emergence of endemic, low-scale warfare. One 
should underscore, however, that no direct evidence of any bellicose activity has been found so 
far, whereas large storing jars containing grain have been found in several structures (Peche-
Quilichini 2011). Several indicators suggest that the social system revolving around the torre was 
subject to a series of stresses shortly after the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, which turned 
into a full fledged crisis during the second half of the period. During that time, many sites were 
abandoned, alignments of raised stones were no longer built, and no ceramic production that could 
be associated with the late Middle Bronze Age production in Sardinia or on the mainland has been 
found. Similar upheavals also occurred elsewhere in the Mediterranean and in continental Europe 
during the sixteenth century BC. While some societies collapsed, others remained completely 
unaffected, which suggests the phenomenon was triggered by a plurality of social and 
environmental factors (Risch and Meller 2015). Data related to climatic changes in Corsica and 
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Central Italy are consistent with this view, since they indicate that a period of cold, humid weather 
lasted from ca. 1600 to 1200 BC. This event may have impacted the output of the agricultural 
production, making it harder for the productive classes to keep up with the demands of a predatory 
elite, while diminishing incomes would have undermined the foundations of the social hierarchy. 
Fiercer competition for decreasing resources may have resulted in an even greater emphasis on 
warfare and martial values; another solution would have been to migrate out of Corsica in search 
of a more hospitable land.  
The response of the groups controlling the torre to restore their vacillating power could be 
found in the evolution of the structures themselves. In effect, three major phenomena are attributed 
to the end of the Middle Bronze Age or to the beginning of the Final Bronze Age: the abandonment 
or even destruction of the torre, the construction of the casteddi, and the appearance of the statue-
menhirs and statues armées. Unfortunately, the lack of ceramic markers prevents archaeologists 
to discern with precision the chronology of the events. Consequently, the different existing 
hypotheses demand the elaboration of an equivalent number of scenarios. The most common view 
is that the casteddi superseded the torre, fulfilling the same functions but on a larger scale. The 
decrease of the number of sites together with an increase in size could indicate that a few 
communities overcame the situation and managed to subjugate their rivals, extending their 
domination over a larger area than before. Another view is to consider the construction of the torre 
and casteddi as roughly coeval, the predominance of some larger sites being an early phenomenon 
unrelated to the Middle Bronze Age events. In that case, any specific function common to both of 
these buildings during their construction would have been considered irrelevant by groups that did 
not participate in the social system that emerged in the first half of the second millennium. 
 Equally debated is the time of the appearance of the new types of raised stones, estimated 
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to have occurred between 1400 and 1200 BC. The representation of the human figure and of 
weapons is likely to be related to certain social phenomena, but interpreting the meaning of these 
monuments is challenging. Their presence in the vicinity of certain sites has been seen as an 
attempt to boost the symbolic capital of a community and reinforced its hierarchical position. An 
early date of erection, at the end of the Middle Bronze Age, would suggest the continuous 
importance of warfare for a large period, as these monuments were still built well into the Final 
Bronze Age. On the other hand, envisioning the beginning of their construction during the Final 
Bronze Age would imply that certain torre were still in use during the period, as raised stones were 
found reemployed in the walls of one of the torre of Filitosa. A late date of construction also allows 
one to consider these monuments as disconnected from any actual warlike practices or from the 
former social system based on the torre, but seeking to evoke collective memories of the past to 
strengthen the social cohesion of a changing society. In effect, Corsican society enters a new phase 
of development from 1200 BC on, with a sharp increase in the number of sites. This event 
coincides with the return to the dry, hot conditions of the Early Bronze Age, which may just as 
well have accelerated the recovery of the system or the development of new customs. Similarly, 
the appearance of the Final Bronze Age fineware may be interpreted in two opposed ways. As 
certain technical features of this production suggest they were manufactured by specialists, one 
may entertain the idea that these craft persons were controlled by the elites. Such an investment of 
resources could be justified by the aesthetic qualities of the vessels, whose sole possession and use 
may have enhanced the social prestige of their owners. Conversely, the adoption of this pottery 
may reflect the need of the insular society to find new common practices after the collapse of the 
previous social system, in parallel with the reference to the past embodied by the statue-menhirs.  
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Exchange Systems and Social Organization in Bronze Age Corsica 
The systemic view developed above constitutes the starting point of my endeavor to relate 
the study of ceramic raw material provenience through chemical composition with the social 
organization of Corsican society during the Final Bronze Age. The majority of Corsican 
archaeologists opine that a preexisting trend towards social stratification reached its apex during 
the Early Bronze Age and that, after centuries of apparent stability, an acute crisis erupted during 
the successive Middle Bronze Age period. Opinions diverge concerning the following period. 
Some archaeologists stress the elements of continuity between the Middle and the Final Bronze 
Age, while others focus on the differences between the two periods. Given the paucity of evidence, 
other views of the whole Bronze Age would be equally valid. However, I deem it appropriate to 
adopt the interpretation that a crisis occurred during the Middle Bronze Age and that the Corsican 
society of the Final Bronze Age developed as a reaction to this crisis as a starting point, since the 
question of the nature of the Final Bronze Age is usually framed within these terms. Consequently, 
I argue that it would be suitable to propose two opposite hypotheses regarding the relationship 
between the Middle and the Final Bronze Age; the latter period could either be seen as a successful 
restoration of the system, or it could instead be interpreted as a rupture. Of course, these two 
possibilities should be considered as working hypotheses, that can be tested, rather than accurate 
descriptions of the facts. In the case of a successful restoration of the previous social order, the 
resolution of the crisis would have probably coincided with the establishment of a network broadly 
similar to the one in place before the crisis, possibly concomittant with the spread of practices 
aimed at reinforcing the social hierarchy. Thus, the casteddi would have gained or retained their 
status of central places, where food surpluses were gathered and possibly redistributed to other 
dependent communities belonging to the same political unit, or used for the acquisition of rare raw 
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material and prestige goods. In this case, one would expect a situation similar to a scale-free 
network, with a fairly high number of different chemical signatures in such a place, bound to 
receive tribute from many smaller communities (Figure 5).  
 
 
Figure 5: Centralized exchange system in the form of a scale-free network; in red, the 
casteddi; in black, the open settlements 
 
 
In contrast, the small tributary communities focusing on the production of goods would 
have used local clay sources, with a limited number of ceramics coming from distant places 
through the redistribution orchestrated by the political center. In addition, an elite-controlled 
production of the fineware would have likely been concentrated in one single location or have 
involved the use of the best clay sources available in the territory; in this case, I expect the majority 
of this production to have the same chemical composition.  
 In the second hypothesis, the end of the Middle Bronze Age corresponds to the utter 
collapse of the hierarchical system envisioned for the earlier periods, implying that the casteddi 
had by then lost their political status. Traces of occupation during the Final Bronze Age should 
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therefore be considered as an opportunistic behavior, rather than expressing some level of 
continuity with the practices assumed for the previous periods. In consequence, there is no 
particular reason to assume that the networks will consist of a small number of large nodes and of 
many small ones; on the contrary, a small-world configuration may be expected, which would 
result in the presence of a fairly similar number of different chemical compositions at each site 
(Figure 6). Moreover, even if it were produced by a specific social category of specialists, the 
fineware would have been produced in a larger number of locations and distributed more 
randomly. As a consequence, I would expect a larger range of chemical signatures for this 
production.  
 
 
Figure 6: Exchange system in the form of a small world network; in red, the casteddi; in 
black, the open settlements 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CHOICE OF SITES AND METHODS 
 
Choice of Sites 
The selection of sites is based on two different approaches. Three of them, Cuciurpula, 
Cuccuruzzu, and Castidetta-Pozzone, are located near the Rizzanese River or one of its main 
tributary, the Fiumicicoli River. These valleys run from the Alta Rocca plateau down to the 
Valinco gulf, and are assumed to have been major axes of communication throughout prehistory. 
Moreover, these three sites have been recently excavated, and reliable stratigraphic information 
and radiocarbon dates are available. The three other sites, Apazzu Vecchju, Punta Campana, and 
Ceccia, have been excavated by Grosjean and his team. No excavation report is available for them, 
and the only information available for them is some vague stratigraphic indications written on 
cigarette paper that was found with the material. Nevertheless, Peche-Quilichini was able to 
determine that the majority of the sherds should be attributed to the Final Bronze Age. The specific 
reasons guiding the selection of each of these three sites will be detailed below. 
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Figure 7: Map showing locations of the sites studied  
 
Cuciurpula 
The site of Cuciurpula is located in the high valley of the Rizzanese River, on the southern 
slope of the Punta di a Cuciurpula peak, between 955 and 1085 m of altitude. Discovered in 2003, 
it was excavated by Peche-Quilichini between 2009 and 2015. More than 40 dwellings have been 
identified, flanked by a stone wall on the side located on the steeper slope. Most of the dwellings 
that have been excavated date from the first Iron Age, except for the structure 6, attributed to the 
Final Bronze Age. Built in an elliptic shape, it has a maximal length of 11 m and a maximal width 
of 3.5 m. Four main phases of occupation have been identified. Phases 2, 3, and 4 belong to the 
very end of the Final Bronze Age, or at the beginning of the Iron Age. Radiocarbon dating on 
carbonized residues indicates a range of 997-921 cal BC for the phase 1b (Poznan 42562: 2805 ± 
30 BP). The stratigraphic unit 617, belonging to this phase, was selected for this study in reason 
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of its homogeneous nature. The entire material of this unit was analyzed; it consists of 43 sherds 
and of one fragment of floor (Peche-Quilichini et al. 2011). 
 
Cuccuruzzu 
Cuccuruzzu is a large fortified site composed of a main enclosure with a monumental gate 
and a torra, two caves, a village, and a few rock shelters. It is located on the Levie plateau, between 
the Rizzanese and the Fiumicicoli Rivers. The excavations were started by Grosjean in the 1960s 
and continued by de Lanfranchi into the 80s. The site was occupied from the Neolithic until the 
Iron Age. Most of the material found within the main enclosure dates from the Middle Bronze 
Age. Traces of food preparation, food storage, and pottery making were found in the chambers 
built within the walls (Peche-Quilichini 2014b). The material included in this study comes from a 
preventive excavation conducted by the INRAP in 2015 to secure the site for the general public. It 
consists of 68 sherds and one floor fragment found in the SU 105, which was chosen for its 
homogeneity. AMS radiocarbon dating done on a charcoal sample found in the stratum indicated 
a chronological range that corresponds to the Final Bronze Age: 1301-1076 cal BC (Lyon-12365 
GrA: 2980 ± 35 BP), slightly earlier than the date available for Cuciurpula. For this site, my sample 
strategy was to take as many typical fineware sherds as possible, and to complete the selection 
with sherds of different thickness, color, amount of inclusions, and so on, in order to maximize the 
amount of diversity of the set.  
 
Castidetta-Pozzone 
The fortification of Castidetta-Pozzone is erected on a hill dominating the low valley of the 
Rizzanese River. A torra, three dwellings, one silo and one statue-menhir are found within the 
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stone enclosure. The site was excavated by Cesari and Nebbia from 1987 to 1992. Ceramic 
material from the Middle to the Final Bronze Age was found. For this study, the SU B1a2 was 
chosen. It was located in the torre, and dated by C14 to the Final Bronze Age. The typological 
study of the ceramics confirmed this attribution, and revealed the great homogeneity of this 
stratum. The entire material assemblage of this SU was analyzed for my research, for a total of 46 
sherds (Peche-Quilichini 2014b). 
 
Punta Campana 
The fortified structure of Punta Campana is built upon granite boulders overhanging the 
passage between the valleys of the Rizzanese River and the Ortolu River. It would therefore have 
controlled the movements between the Sartene region and the highlands taking place during a 
hypothetical seasonal transhumance. The material from an undocumented test pit, dug by Peretti 
in the 1970s, was examined by Peche-Quilichini. According to him, the majority of the material 
belongs to the Final Bronze Age (Peche-Quilichini 2014b:205). My analysis covered 60 sherds; a 
large number of fineware sherds were included in order to get a good view of any differential 
origin between the two productions. 
 
Apazzu Vecchju 
Apazzu Vecchju is a large hillfort in the Avena River valley. Its location near the coast 
suggests it may have played an intermediary role between the inland settlements and external 
communities. On the other end, it would have constituted the last node of a network spreading 
from the Levie plateau down south, if the similar ceramic production is to be associated with actual 
exchange networks. The material included in my study comes from a rock shelter in the vicinity 
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of the casteddu, explored by Peretti in the 1970s. No excavation report is available, the only 
indication being the stratigraphic depth written on labels left with the material. However, the level 
designed as situated between 200 and 40 cm deep is remarkably homogeneous typologically, all 
recognizable shapes dating from the Final Bronze Age. On top of two floor fragments, 64 sherds 
were selected from this layer; about half of them may be attributed to fineware production and half 
of them to coarseware. The aim of this sampling strategy was to have large enough sample sizes 
to evidence a possible differential origin of the two types of production (Peche-Quilichini 2014b). 
 
Ceccia 
The torra of Ceccia is located on a hill dominating the Stabiacciu River, in the Porto-
Vecchio region. The site was occupied from the Middle Bronze Age to the Middle-Ages, when 
the upper levels were substantially modified by the Genoans. Grosjean excavated the building in 
the 1960s, but did not write any formal report. According to Peche-Quilichini, the material found 
in the middle strata of the torra is mostly from the Final Bronze Age. The entire material 
assemblage of two strata was analyzed in my study, comprising 37 sherds and one fragment of 
floor in total (Peche-Quilichini 2014b). This is the least secure context included in this study. 
Nevertheless, it is also the most homogeneous group of ceramic specimens available for the Final 
Bronze Age in the eastern side of Corsica, which is why I decided to include it anyway. 
 
Chemical Composition of Ceramic Material 
The term clay is ambiguous, since it may refer both to a family of minerals and to a type 
of rocks (Rice 2015:41). In effect, clay may be defined as a sedimentary rock resulting from 
various weathering processes. Their chemical composition varies, as it depends on the initial 
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composition of their parent material, but it mostly consists of silicon and aluminum. Clays are 
distinguished from other types of sedimentary rocks by their granulometry, as the size of their 
constituent grains is less than two micrometers, and the grains have the property of colloidal 
particles; as a result, clays are malleable. Two main categories of clays may be defined according 
to their respective depositional situation. Primary clays are found near the location of their parent 
source, and often contain a large number of fragments of their parent rock. On the other hand, 
secondary clays consist of particles transported away from the parent source by the wind or by 
streams. As a consequence, they often contain a higher proportion of finer particles, as well as 
organic material (Rice 2015:40-43).  
Clay deposits are primarily composed of clay minerals, the most common ones being 
phyllosilicates. This group of silicate minerals is arranged in various combinations of silica 
tetrahedra layers and octahedra layers. These octahedral may either be divalent or trivalent, which 
influences the overall valence of the structure and its physical behavior as material. Minerals of 
the kaolin group have a 1:1 layer ratio of silica tetrahedral and aluminum octahedral, linked 
together by Van der Walls forces. Smectites have a 2:1 structure and a small particle size that 
makes them plastic and sticky. The T-O-T units are weakly linked by Van der Walls, which allows 
water to penetrate in the interstices and causes the material to expand. The last main group of clay 
minerals, the illites, also has a T-O-T structure, but is characterized by a higher proportion of 
aluminum substituting for silica, which gives it a more negative valence. As a consequence, the T-
O-T units are more firmly linked by large cations, and clays constituted of illite minerals are 
considerably less malleable (Rice 2015:45-55). 
Ceramic pastes generally include a varying amount of non-clay constituents, collectively 
known as temper. Their inclusion in the paste contributes to modify the structure of the raw 
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material to increase its plasticity, decrease shrinkage and stickiness, lower the temperature of 
vitrification, and improve the mechanical strength of the pot. As stated above, primary clays often 
comport mineral inclusions from the parent rock, in various proportions; a specific sector of the 
clay deposit may be selected for its content of inclusions, or the raw material may be sieved till 
the desired proportion is reached, or mineral inclusions may be added. Thus, different types of 
quartz, the most common mineral on earth’s surface, are often used in order to modify the structure. 
Feldspars are often naturally present in clay deposit, and are added to the paste to improve its 
behavior during high temperature firing. Finally, calcium, obtained from sedimentary deposits or 
from organic material, is sometimes used as flux to lower the temperature of vitrification (Rice 
2015:79-83). 
In addition to the major elements composing the mineral components of a rock, other 
elements can be found in minute quantities, inferior to 0.1 wt % (equivalent to 1000 ppm). They 
are therefore collectively known as trace elements. Forty-five elements may be classified as trace 
elements, depending on the type of rock. Among them, three main groups can be established 
according to the interrelated behaviors of the different elements within a group, which makes it 
easier to characterize a specific pattern: the lanthanides or rare earth elements, with an A number 
comprised between 57 and 71; the platinum group elements, with A numbers between 44 and 46, 
and between 76 and 79; and transition metals, with A numbers between 21 and 30 (Rollinson 
1993:102). 
 
Provenience Study of Ceramic Raw Material 
Ethnographic studies suggest that, in most cases, potters select the clay source for practical 
reasons rather than for the specific physical qualities of the material, which can always be altered 
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during the preparation of the paste. It is therefore reasonable to assume that, unless we are dealing 
with a caste of itinerant craft persons, the potters will use a clay deposit that is easily accessible 
and located at a short distance from their workshop (Gosselain 2000). The complex geological 
processes leading to the formation of clay deposits entails that each source may be assumed to 
have a unique chemical composition. It ensues that the chemical composition of ancient ceramics 
should reflect the chemical composition of the clay used for its manufacture, what is known as the 
“provenience postulate” (Weigand et al. 1977). The provenience of ceramic raw material may be 
inferred from the comparison between its chemical composition and the chemical composition of 
known clay sources or ancient daub and abobe found on the site. In absence of any of these 
references, one may apply the the “criterion of abundance,” which assumes that the compositional 
group composed of the largest number of samples represents the local production, whereas groups 
with a smaller number of cases represent imported material (Bishop et al. 1982). There are however 
certain factors that may interfere with the identification of the original clay source used for the 
production of ancient ceramic. For instance, it is possible that the clay deposit may have been 
exploited till its exhaustion, or that a single deposit is composed of clays in different stages of 
weathering, that could have been used simultaneously or successively (Rands and Bargielski 
Weimer 1992: 32). Naturally, the addition of temper can also alter the chemical signature of a 
paste, especially if the temper come from a different geological material than the clay itself (Neff 
et al. 1989). Taphonomic processes may constitute another issue, as they can trigger the diagenesis 
of the clay material and alter its initial composition. Thus, in practice, not only could ancient 
pottery not necessarily show the same chemical signature as its original clay source, but also two 
sherds made from the same clay may not have the same chemical composition either (Hunt 2012). 
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Diverse techniques can be used to determine the chemical composition of ceramic paste. 
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA) has been extensively used in the last decades. 
It allows the identification of a large number of elements with a high level of precision. 
Nevertheless, its use is constrained by a high cost per sample and by the necessity to destroy a 
fragment of the sherd during the preparation. These characteristics preclude the use of this 
technique for many situations (Rice 2015:299-300). LA-ICP-MS has also been used for 
determining the chemical composition of pottery, albeit less frequently. It may identify a large 
number of elements, and is only semi-destructive, as the marks left on the sherd after the analysis 
are not visible without the use of a microscope. There are also a number of material drawbacks: 
the cost per sample is still high, and sherds must be sent to the facility where the instrument is 
located in order to be studied. In addition, two major limitations must be taken into account when 
using this technique (Rice 2015:301). First, the surface analyzed is small. In order to obtain data 
representing the average composition of an artifact, one must average the values of a large enough 
number of spots. This raises the issue of either solely targetting the clay matrix or adopting a 
strategy that includes any present inclusions in the analysis. In effect, it may be easier to distinguish 
different ceramic groups based on their fabric, which includes the clay and the inclusions, rather 
than on the clay alone (Wallis and Kamenov 2013). Finally, only the surface of the artifact is 
analyzed, which may be an issue if its composition differs from the rest of the fabric. In 
consequence, this technique is usually confined to the analysis of paints or slips (Rice 2015:301). 
 
X-ray Fluorescence  
X-ray fluorescence is a non-invasive technique increasingly used as an alternative to the 
methods described above. Laboratory (XRF) as well as portable equipment (pXRF) are available. 
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A continuous series of primary X-rays of varying frequencies are emitted toward the artifact to be 
analyzed, with the aim of striking the electron in the K shell to expulse it. The resulting vacancy 
in the K shell is filled by an electron of a lower energy shell, which triggers the release of a 
secondary X-ray whose frequency is related to the difference of energy between the two shells. 
The energy level of each shell is different for each element, which means that the frequency of a 
secondary x-ray is symptomatic of an element, which can be detected by an instrument. An 
appropriate filter may be used to absorb the background primary X-rays (Pollard et al. 2007:101-
108). XRF offers momental advantages for the chemical characterization of ceramic pastes: it is 
non-destructive, affordable, fast, and easy to use. However, the technique also presents major 
issues. First, it only gives the bulk composition of the material: the constituents of the paste cannot 
be characterized individually. Secondly, in order to provide quantitative data, the intensity of the 
primary X-rays must be large enough to create significant difference in the number of secondary 
X-rays coming from major and minor elements; and the low-frequency X-rays from elements with 
a low Z-number will be dissipated before they reach the detector, unless a vacuum is used. 
Consequently, only mid-Z elements may be quantified with this technique. Finally, the penetration 
of the primary X-rays is limited in depth, which may be an issue if the material is covered with 
slip or paint, as the data will not reflect the composition of the paste. Moreover, the depth of this 
penetration depends on the physical structure of the artifact studied, which creates a “matrix effect” 
to be accounted for when comparing the measurements of pottery with different crystalline 
structures (Shackley 2011). 
PXRF spectrometers are miniaturized instruments that use a lesser voltage than regular 
XRF machines to emit the primary X-rays: a narrower range of elements can be measured, with a 
lower accuracy or semi-quantitatively. In addition to the limitations of the technique itself, the 
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conditions of use may also compromise the reliability of the data collected with this instrument. 
In effect, pXRF spectrometers are often used to analyze artifacts in the field, or to study museum 
collections. In this context, the material cannot be properly prepared, and the results of the analysis 
of unprepared sherds may be negatively affected by matrix effects and possible chemical 
contamination (Hunt and Speakman 2015). Consequently, some authors have underscored the 
difficulty of using pXRF for clay sourcing. A comparison of the results provided by pXRF and by 
INNA on the same set of 75 American Southwest sherds showed that even though the same number 
of compositional groups could be evidenced by both techniques, their identification was more 
arduous with pXRF. In particular, it could not be achieved with a standard PCA like it was done 
for INAA data; certain groups were only revealed by the use of bivariate plots (Speakman et al. 
2011). An analogous conclusion was reached after the comparison of the results obtained from the 
use of the two techniques during the study of Phoenician ceramics in Spain. Even though the main 
clusters evidenced by INAA were also discernible by pXRF, certain compositional subgroups 
could not be identified with the latter technique (Behrendt and Mielke 2014). In order to produce 
more accurate and more reliable data, some authors claim that a certain amount of material should 
be sampled from the sherd, pulverized, and prepared into a pressed pellet before the analysis (Hunt 
and Speakman 2015; Shugar 2013). In combination with the use of a vacuum, this type of 
preparation also allows the accurate measurement of low Z elements (Johnson 2014). On the other 
hand, the destructive nature of this kind of sample preparation undermines what constitutes the 
two main advantages of pXRF spectrometers for archaeological research: their portability and their 
ability to perform non-destructive analyses (Tykot 2016). Moreover, since the goal of any 
compositional analysis of ancient ceramics is to provide archaeologists with some elements of 
answer to past anthropological issues, the accuracy of the data may not matter as much as the 
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ability to distinguish among diverse chemical groups. Forster et al. compared the data obtained 
from the same 16 Chalcolithic Anatolian sherds analyzed after destructive, semi-destructive, and 
non-destructive preparation (2011). They concluded that the same number of chemical groups 
could be identified if a simple method was adopted. The surface should be cleaned, and contains 
as little temper as possible; several spots should be analyzed on each object, and their average 
value should be the one retained for the subsequent statistical analysis. Finally, only elements that 
may be reliably measured are used for the interpretation. This is precisely the approach adopted 
by Robert H. Tykot So far, Tykot and the graduate students under his direction have analyzed more 
than 4000 ceramic artifacts from Croatia, Ethiopia, Italy, Kuwait, Malta, Mesoamerica, Peru, and 
the southeast US (Tykot 2016). These studies have largely validated the use of pXRF for ceramic 
sourcing. Thus, the application of this method to the study of Floridian ancient ceramics showed a 
small quantity of pottery was traded over considerable distances (Tykot et al. 2013). Hasan 
Ashkanani, in his doctoral dissertation on ancient ceramics from Kuwaeit, demonstrated that the 
groups based on the chemical composition determined by pXRF were identical to those based on 
the petrographic study of the paste; his work has contributed to confirm the suitability of pXRF 
for ceramic provenience study (Ashkanani 2014). In another research project, Patrick Woodruff 
analyzed more than 100 ceramic artifacts from two Etruscan sites. He was able to gain insight into 
regional exchange patterns without comparing the chemical composition of the archaeological 
material to the chemical signature of the local clay sources (Woodruff 2014). Similarly, Erin M. 
Mckendry’s thesis on Sicilian Bronze Age pottery showed that pXRF spectrometry was an 
appropriate technique to study inter- and intraregional exchanges of ceramic material, even in 
absence of local clay references. Another aim of her research was to determine the minimal level 
of sampling needed in order to acquire reliable measurements; she concluded that for the majority 
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of cases, analyzing two different locations of a sherd for 120 seconds each yielded satisfying results 
(Mckendry 2015).  
The method employed in this study derives from these previous endeavors to use pXRF to 
study the provenience of ceramic raw material. Each sample was named to the first letters of the 
site where they were found: “apa” for Apazzu Vecchju, “cas” for Castidetta-Pozzone, “ce” for 
Ceccia, “cuci” for Cuciurpula, “cucu” for Cuccuruzzu, and “pc” for Punta Campana. Each sample 
was then given a number in order to make each individual object easily identifiable. For instance, 
the first sherd from Ceccia to be analyzed was named “ce01.” A photograph of each sample was 
taken to be included in the appendix of my thesis. A Bruker III-SD handheld pXRF spectrometer 
was used to measure the trace elements rubidium (Rb), strontium (Sr), yttrium (Y), zirconium (Zr), 
niobium (Nb) and thorium (Th). X-ray tube settings were high voltage ADC = 40keV and filament 
current ADC = 11 with no vacuum and a 0.006” Cu, .001” Ti, and .012” Al filter applied. The 
surface of the sherds was cleaned and analyzed during 120 seconds in two different locations in 
order to obtain an average value representative of the whole sherd. The raw data were then 
calibrated using the S1cal software, and the mean of the two spots analyzed on each sherd was 
used for the subsequent statistical exploration. A successive visual examination of the samples led 
me to realize that cucu12 and cucu22 came from the same vessel; this idea is supported by the fact 
that the two sherds showed very similar values obtained for all elements. I decided to use the mean 
of their measurements as the new set of values under the name cucu12. The strontium value for 
ce9 was aberrant and could not be corrected through the calibration process; I decided not to 
include the sample in the data.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
 
Statistical Analysis of All Samples 
IBM’s SPSS software was used to perform a statistical analysis of the data. I chose to 
perform a Principal Component Analysis based on the standardized scores of the untransformed 
data, as described by Baxter and Freestone (2006). Two main components were extracted, 
accounting for 71.9% of the variation (Tables 1 and 2). Since PCA is particularly sensitive to 
outliers (Baxter 1999), I performed a first PCA and made boxplots of each principal component 
(PC) in order to identify any gross outliers. The boxplot of the first PC shows six gross outliers: 
apa 07, 38, 39. 59 and 63 (Figure 8). Once these five outliers were removed from the dataset, 
another PCA was performed. Two main components were extracted, accounting for 72% of the 
variation (Table 3). 
 
 
Table 1: Total variance explained for all samples 
Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
 Total 
% of 
Variance 
Cumulative 
% Total 
% of 
Variance 
Cumulative 
% 
1 2.9 48.4 48.4 2.9 48.4 48.4 
2 1.4 23.5 71.9 1.4 23.5 71.9 
3 .8 13.0 84.8    
4 .4 7.4 92.2    
5 .4 6.1 98.4    
6 .1 1.6 100.0    
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Table 2: Component score coefficient matrix for all samples 
Element Component 
 1 2 
Rb .86 -.01 
Y .84 .02 
Sr .13 -.80 
Zr .77 -.07 
Nb .90 .33 
Th -.18 .80 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Boxplot of the first principal component 
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The scatter plot graph of the first two main PCs showed that the samples could be classified 
into three main compositional groups, which did not correspond to the location where they were 
found (Figure 9). I examined the coefficient scores of each of the six elements for the first two PCs 
in order to determine which elements contributed to the clustering of the data into compositional 
groups (Table 4). I observed that the first PC coefficient scores of rubidium, yttrium, and zirconium 
were high and positively correlated, whereas the second PC coefficient scores of the same elements 
were null or slightly negative. The coefficient scores of thorium and strontium are very low for the 
first PC; they are however high and negatively correlated for the second PC. The coefficient score 
of niobium is high for the first PC, and moderately high for the second PC. Consequently, I 
expected that one of the three groups that were previously noticed on the graphic representation of 
the first two PCs could be distinguished according to higher values of rubidium, yttrium, and 
zirconium, while a second group would consist of artifacts with low values of strontium and high 
values of thorium.  
 
Table 3: Total variance explained for all samples, excluding outliers 
Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
 Total 
% of 
Variance 
Cumulative 
% Total 
% of 
Variance 
Cumulative 
% 
1 2.9 47.9 47.9 2.9 47.9 47.9 
2 1.4 24.1 72.0 1.4 24.1 72.0 
3 .8 13.2 85.1    
4 .4 7.2 92.3    
5 .4 6.1 98.4    
6 .1 1.6 100.0    
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Table 4: Component score coefficient matrix for all samples, excluding outliers 
Element Component 
 1 2 
Rb .86 -.07 
Y .84 .00 
Sr .09 -.80 
Zr .76 -.12 
Nb .91 .31 
Th -.07 .83 
 
However, even though PCA is the most commonly used statistical method for ceramic 
provenience studies, previous research has suggested it may sometimes fail to identify existing 
compositional groups (Alexander et al. 2015). In effect, obtaining significant results is conditioned 
by the selection of the appropriate number of elements included in the analysis, which can be 
determined by the examination of bivariate plots (Michelaki and Hancock 2011).Such an approach 
may also enable the identification of certain groups that would have remained unnoticed otherwise 
(Hancock et al. 2008; Michelaki et al. 2013). The application of this method allowed me to use the 
specific ranges of values for certain elements in order to define the three groups observed on the 
scatter plot of the first two PCs (Figure 10). Twenty-seven sherds were assigned to group A, 
characterized by values of Th> 20 ppm, Y< 26 ppm, Rb< 69 ppm, and Nb<13 ppm. Group B 
consists of eleven sherds for which Rb> 131 ppm, Y> 41 ppm, and Nb>23 ppm. The remaining 
272 sherds were put into a group C, for the sole purposes of graphic representation; it is highly 
likely there are different clay sources within this group, but that they are not detectible because of 
the limited number of elements considered and of the detection limits of the machine. The 
representation of the coefficients for the first two PCs as vectors on the same graph as the scatter 
plot based on the first two PCs confirmed our interpretation (Figure 10). 
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Figure 9: Scatter plot of the first two principal components for all samples, showing the 
sites 
 
 
Relationship Between Type of Ware and Compositional Group 
Group C is the most common compositional group for all sites, making up between 76 and 
100 ± 11% or less, at the 95% confidence level, of the sherd samples for all sites (Table 5). The 
second most common compositional group is group A, which is found at all the sites except at 
Ceccia. However, the frequency of this group at each site varies considerably, with a maximum of 
17.2 ± 9.7%, at the 95% confidence level, at Apazzu Vecchju and a minimum of 5.0 ± 5.6%, at the 
95% confidence level, at Punta Campana. Group B is found at two sites, in similar proportions; it 
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constitutes 14.9 ± 8.5%, at the 95% confidence level, of the complete assemblage at Cuccurruzzu 
but only 1.7 ± 3.2%, at the 95% confidence level, at Punta Campana. The graph based on the two 
main PCs of the PCA supports the idea that groups A and B are distinct groups. The vast majority 
of coarse ware ceramics belongs to group C (Table 6). There is however a notable exception to 
this pattern, as 25.0 ± 16.0%, at the 95% confidence level, of the coarse ware found at Apazzu 
Vecchju is from group A. Except for group B, all compositional groups include coarse ware, albeit 
in variable proportions. 
 
Table 5: Proportions of chemical groups for the complete ceramic assemblage by site, with 
error ranges at the 95% confidence level 
Site Group 
 A B C 
Apazzu Vecchju (n=58) 17.2 ± 9.7  82.8 ± 9.7 
Castidetta-Pozzone (n=46) 10.9 ± 9.0  89.1 ± 9.0 
Ceccia (n=36)   100 
Cuccuruzzu (n=67) 9.0 ± 6.8 14.9 ± 8.5 76.1 ± 10.2 
Cuciurpula (n=43) 7.0 ± 7.6  93.0 ± 7.6 
Punta Campana (n=60) 5.0 ± 5.6 1.7 ± 3.2 93.3 ± 6.3 
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of the first two principal components for all samples, showing the 
compositional groups and the vectors of the coefficients  
 
 
 
Table 6: Proportions of chemical groups for coarse ware by site, with error ranges at the 
95% confidence level  
Site Group 
 A B C 
Apazzu Vecchju (n=28) 25.0 ± 16.0  75.0 ± 16.0 
Castidetta-Pozzone (n=34) 14.7 ± 11.9  85.3 ± 11.9 
Ceccia (n=17)   100 
Cuccuruzzu (n=33)   100 
Cuciurpula (n=33) 3.0 ± 5.9  97.0 ± 5.9 
Punta Campana (n=30)   100 
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 The distribution of the compositional groups in the fine ware assemblages is markedly 
different from the patterns observed for the coarse wares. Group C is also the most frequently 
represented group in fine ware samples, with a presence ranging from 52.9 ± 16.8 to 100%, at the 
95% confidence level (Table 7). A larger number of distribution patterns may be observed than for 
the coarse ware. The fine ware of Castidetta-Pozzone is entirely composed of group C sherds. 
Apazzu Vecchju and Punta Campana both have more than 85% of the fine ware belonging to group 
C, and 10% belonging to group A, both at the 95% confidence level,. Group A is well represented 
in the fine ware of Cuciurpula, where they each constitute more than 20% of the complete 
assemblage. The frequency of group A is also higher than usual at Cuccuruzzu, where it constitutes 
17.7 ± 12.8%, at the 95% confidence level, of the production; fine ware from group B is also 
frequent at this site, with 29.4 ± 15.3% of the fine ware assemblage, also at the 95% confidence 
level. 
 
Table 7: Proportions of chemical groups for fine ware by site, with error ranges at the 95% 
confidence level 
Site Group 
 A B C 
Apazzu Vecchju (n=30) 10.0 ± 10.7  90.0 ± 10.7 
Castidetta-Pozzone (n=12)   100 
Ceccia (n=19)   100 
Cuccuruzzu (n=34) 17.7 ± 12.8 29.4 ± 15.3 52.9 ± 16.8 
Cuciurpula (n=10) 20.0 ± 24.8  80.0 ± 24.8 
Punta Campana (n=30) 10.0 ± 10.7 3.3 ± 6.4 86.7 ± 12.2 
 
  
 I then performed a Pearson Chi-Square for independence test in order to determine whether 
the chemical composition of the vessels was related to their class, as well as a Cramer’s V test to 
measure the strength of the association (Table 8). I ran the test for each individual site before 
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looking at the results for all the sites together. Since I had already established that all group B 
sherds belonged to the fine ware category, I decided not to include this compositional group in the 
analysis. I did not perform that test on the sherds found at Ceccia either, since they all belonged to 
compositional group C. However, I did perform a test for all the sites including Ceccia, to verify 
if including these data would modify the results. The null hypothesis for Pearson Chi-Square for 
independence is that there is no association between the type of ware and the chemical 
composition. There is no significant association between these two variables at Apazzu Vecchju 
(p=.131, V=.198) and Castidetta-Pozzone (p=.159, V=.207). The probability that a type of ware is 
related to a specific chemical composition is slightly higher at Cuciurpula (p=.065, V=.281) and 
Punta Campana (p=.071, V=.235). There is no significant association either when all the sites are 
considered together (p=.629, V=.028), even when Ceccia is not included in the calculations 
(p=.497, V=.041). Consequently, I could not reject the null hypothesis, and I had to conclude that 
the type of ware is not related to a specific chemical composition. Cuccuruzzu was the only 
exception, with p=.002 and V=.402. Consequently, I decided that H0 should be rejected and that 
there was a correlation between the composition and the type of wares on this site.  
 
 
Table 8: Results of Pearson Chi-Square for independence test and Cramer’s V test between 
compositional group and type of ware 
Site 
Pearson Chi-Square Test 
Value 
Asymptotic 
Significance 
Cramer's V Test 
Value 
Apazzu Vecchju 2.284 .131 .198 
Castidetta-Pozzone 1.980 .159 .207 
Cuccuruzzu 9.221 .002 .402 
Cuciurpula 3.405 .065 .281 
Punta Campana 3.270 .071 .235 
All Sites Including 
Ceccia 
.233 .629 .028 
All Sites Excluding  
Ceccia 
.461 .497 .041 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The first goal of my thesis is to determine whether Corsican Final Bronze Age society was 
composed of small warring entities or if a more peaceful atmosphere was prevalent at the time. If 
the latter hypothesis is correct, I expect a certain level of economic exchanges between 
communities, which could be seen through the patterns of distribution of ceramic compositional 
groups. The correspondence between the chemical signature of the fragments of daub found on 
several sites and the chemical signature of the group C suggests that this group could be interpreted 
as ceramics made of local clay sources. The relative geological homogeneity of southern Corsica 
supports this hypothesis. If we accept these premises, it logically follows that the ceramics 
assigned to compositional groups A and B are either made from local raw material that is specific 
to a particular area of southern Corsica, or that they were imported from a neighboring region such 
as northern Corsica, Sardinia, or continental Italy. The presence of group A sherds in all sites 
except Ceccia suggests that ceramics made with this clay were frequently exchanged. In addition, 
the higher frequency of group A ceramics at Apazzu Vecchju and its absence from Ceccia may 
point at a southwestern origin of this group. Conversely, the presence of group B ceramics at 
Cuccuruzzu and Punta Campana could indicate that the raw material used for the manufacture of 
these ceramics was found inland or came from eastward regions.  
 The hypothesis that casteddi functioned as accumulation and distribution centers for the 
smaller hamlets of a specific territory mostly rests on comparison between Cuccuruzzu and 
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Cuciurpula, since Cuciurpula is the only open village site included in this study. If this hypothesis 
is correct, the exchange networks would have had the form of a scale-free network, with the 
casteddi being connected to a large number of villages, and with each village being primarily 
linked to one single casteddu. In terms of compositional group patterns, I assume this phenomenon 
would be indicated by a larger number of different chemical signatures in the material of the 
casteddu than in the material of the village. Our evidence suggests that two groups can be 
distinguished in the material of Cuciurpula, while three groups are be identified at Cuccuruzzu. 
Thus, although our findings suggest regular exchanges between the two places, they do not 
correspond to the pattern expected for a scalefree network. However, this situation could be due 
to the detection limits of the instruments, which may not have allowed the identification of distinct 
clay sources in the largest group. Other casteddi present a similar situation: a main group includes 
the majority of the samples alongside small distinct clusters. The diffuse shape of the main group 
suggests that it is composed of different clay sources, which cannot be clearly identified with this 
technique. When analyzed together in the same PCA, these main groups largely overlap to form 
what was identified as group C. It is not possible to affirm whether this fact reveals the existence 
of an extensive exchange network, or if the homogeneity of the local geological setting and the 
limitations of the instruments are the causes of the results.  
The question of the existence of production centers dedicated to the manufacture of fine 
ware is more difficult to assess. For Apazzu Vecchju, Castidetta-Pozzone, Ceccia, Cuciurpula, and 
Punta Campana, there is no correspondence between a type of ware and a specific raw material. 
This does not support a hypothesis of a centralized production, controlled by the elites. However, 
without any information about paste preparation and firing temperature, it is not possible to say 
whether this kind of pottery was produced by a small group of specialists in each community, or 
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if it should be seen as a common production that does not require any particular technical 
knowledge.  
 However, the situation is different at Cuccuruzzu. There, a third compositional group, 
group B, is composed exclusively of fine ware sherds. Moreover, the results of the Pearson Chi-
Square for independence test indicate that there is a statistically significant association between 
the type of ware and the type of ceramic raw material at this site. One possible interpretation is 
that a specific type of clay was chosen for making fine ware, either for technical or cultural reasons. 
However, such a view conflicts with our findings in the other sites. Another interpretation is that 
the inhabitants of Cuccuruzzu not only manufactured their own fine ware with local clays, but also 
imported fine ware from other locations in significant proportions.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION 
 
The aim of this study was to improve our understanding of Corsican society during the 
Final Bronze Age through a compositional analysis of pottery. In order to achieve this goal, I 
deemed it necessary to use a systemic view, based on the analogies that exist between a human 
society and a complex adaptive system. From that perspective, society must be seen as a whole, 
with characteristics determined by the nature and the intensity of the interactions among its 
individual components, the human communities. I advanced the hypothesis that the mobility of 
ceramics, which may be inferred from the comparison of the compositional groups found at 
different archaeological sites, could be used as a proxy for studying the interactions taking place 
among these prehistoric groups. Another idea was that the comparison between the chemical 
composition of the coarse ware and the composition of the fine ware, which appears at the 
beginning of the Final Bronze Age, could inform us about the kind of interactions taking place 
within each component of the system in terms of elite domination and labor control. 
The pXRF analysis showed that at least three compositional groups could be distinguished. 
I have argued that one of these groups corresponded to sherds made with ceramic raw material of 
non-local origin. Since pottery made with that type of clay was found at five out of the six sites 
studied, I can infer that ceramics were regularly exchanged among communities during the period. 
The pXRF analysis also showed that, except for one site, there was not any significant correlation 
between a compositional group and a type of ware. My interpretation of the results was that the 
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production of the fine ware should not be considered as having been centralized and controlled by 
the elites. 
These results suggest that Corsican Final Bronze Age society was a system of well-
connected elements, organized like a small world network. Such a situation contrasts with the 
generally accepted view of the precedent period. In effect, most archaeologists concur with the 
idea that Corsican Middle Bronze Age society was characterized by rampant warfare among 
competing and strongly hierarchized political entities. In that case, the Final Bronze Age would 
have constituted a genuine rupture with a hitherto rather stable social system. Although it is 
difficult to determine precisely what caused the collapse of Corsican society around 1200 BC, but 
it should be underscored that this period coincided with major climatic changes in Corsica and the 
whole Mediterranean area, which triggered well-documented political upheavals in many 
neighboring regions.  
As the first archaeometric study of this kind focusing on the Bronze Age of Corsica, this 
study, in addition to any possible academic merit, is intended to draw the attention of the public to 
a period of outmost importance for the identity construction of the local population, which is so 
often portrayed in an inimical light. In effect, I believe the spectacular architectural remains of the 
period have the potential to be invested with positive symbolical meaning not only by the native 
inhabitants, but also by the myriads of visitors exploring the island every summer. In order to gain 
public exposure, a poster presenting the goals and the results of this research will be presented to 
the public at the Sartene museum, where some of the archeological material studied is conserved. 
Finally, I have been working on producing a series of short videos presenting the goals and the 
methods of my research, which I intend to make available on the internet. By doing so, I hope to 
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contribute to the development of public awareness about the crucial importance of preserving the 
rich archaeological heritage of the island.  
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APPENDIX A: CLASSIFICATION AND ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF THE 
SAMPLES 
 
The samples are listed by alphabetical order and by site. The “class” column corresponds 
to the distinction between fine wear, incidcated by F, and coarse ware, indicated by C. The 
justification for the attribution of a sample to a specific chemcial group can be found in chapter 
four. Elemental values that are deemed to be characteristically high are indicated in bold, while 
values that are deemed to be characteristically low are in italic. 
 
Table 9: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Apazzu Vecchju ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
apa01 F A 37 18 98 95 10 70 
apa02 F A 43 25 150 84 12 85 
apa03 F A 68 19 276 93 7 61 
apa04 F C 66 23 368 102 5 7 
apa05 F C 71 25 329 161 11 11 
apa06 F C 71 22 286 248 12 11 
apa07 F C 58 27 729 106 10 6 
apa08 F C 83 23 295 138 15 21 
apa09 F C 63 25 305 134 10 11 
apa10 F C 83 23 230 125 12 9 
apa11 F C 71 28 252 232 13 13 
apa12 F C 68 25 329 141 9 7 
apa13 F C 89 27 298 95 7 11 
apa14 F C 113 34 333 154 12 12 
apa15 F C 67 31 269 108 12 7 
apa16 F C 86 20 201 142 11 14 
apa17 F C 79 21 197 189 13 13 
apa18 F C 79 27 186 192 16 14 
apa19 F C 68 21 211 107 12 12 
apa20 F C 97 22 308 151 11 13 
apa21 F C 61 22 198 121 11 9 
apa22 F C 88 18 250 174 11 15 
apa23 F C 72 29 262 201 13 15 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Apazzu Vecchju ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
apa24 F C 76 30 185 150 15 15 
apa25 F C 51 18 390 54 2 5 
apa26 F C 78 25 386 81 9 9 
apa27 F C 96 27 473 136 9 11 
apa28 F C 77 24 302 212 11 12 
apa29 F C 63 17 270 116 7 9 
apa30 F C 76 35 319 172 10 8 
apa31 F C 74 19 260 135 8 8 
apa32 C C 91 27 194 188 14 20 
apa33 C C 97 23 204 140 12 20 
apa34 C C 79 21 179 111 10 15 
apa35 C A 30 15 78 56 11 27 
apa36 C A 46 17 87 55 12 89 
apa37 C A 30 19 86 64 9 41 
apa38 C A 50 19 83 68 12 136 
apa39 C A 40 14 51 58 8 110 
apa40 C A 39 18 64 58 9 96 
apa41 C C 75 29 247 164 15 13 
apa42 C C 82 30 307 126 9 10 
apa43 C C 97 42 348 171 22 20 
apa44 C C 38 21 555 82 3 8 
apa45 C C 74 20 324 161 9 10 
apa46 C C 84 25 188 163 18 18 
apa47 C C 82 20 278 165 14 14 
apa48 C C 76 23 293 139 9 8 
apa49 C C 96 27 234 109 12 12 
apa50 C C 105 23 385 109 10 12 
apa51 C C 79 25 323 164 12 14 
apa52 C C 107 25 231 187 17 14 
apa53 C C 88 35 255 186 18 15 
apa54 C C 78 26 370 114 9 6 
apa55 C C 86 20 230 164 13 13 
apa56 C C 71 23 227 116 11 12 
apa57 C C 73 23 224 138 15 16 
apa58 C C 79 26 282 131 12 9 
apa59 C C 60 14 85 56 7 192 
apa60 C C 38 16 60 67 10 91 
apa61 C A 44 17 93 49 10 103 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Apazzu Vecchju ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
apa62 C A 38 17 71 53 9 68 
apa63 C A 46 17 131 66 8 110 
apaD1  Daub 74 19 284 139 12 10 
apaD2  Daub  75 22 187 193 14 15 
 
 
Table 10: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Castidetta-Pozzone ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cas01 C C 59 16 137 95 7 8 
cas02 C C 91 24 147 183 12 10 
cas03 C C 52 17 120 163 7 6 
cas04 C C 109 27 231 152 15 17 
cas05 C A 34 22 78 85 10 21 
cas06 C A 44 17 122 60 7 39 
cas07 C A 25 16 70 47 8 43 
cas08 C A 32 14 106 58 7 53 
cas09 C A 29 16 53 39 10 66 
cas10 F C 55 16 134 120 7 6 
cas11 F C 56 19 207 91 5 6 
cas12 C C 51 21 317 160 7 6 
cas13 C C 52 18 176 101 5 7 
cas14 C C 51 29 194 95 7 7 
cas15 F C 51 21 173 75 8 7 
cas16 F C 60 21 181 90 8 7 
cas17 C C 67 19 189 129 6 8 
cas18 C C 53 19 191 86 8 8 
cas19 C C 61 16 181 105 7 8 
cas20 F C 62 18 291 95 10 8 
cas21 C C 51 27 161 99 9 8 
cas22 C C 64 19 176 96 9 8 
cas23 C C 51 18 177 75 7 9 
cas24 C C 68 18 165 90 7 9 
cas25 C C 51 28 168 236 13 9 
cas26 C C 45 19 193 104 8 9 
cas27 F C 68 17 174 98 5 9 
cas28 C C 68 24 246 84 10 10 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Castidetta-Pozzone ceramic samples 
(continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cas29 C C 65 29 153 103 9 10 
cas30 F C 86 24 159 198 13 11 
cas31 F C 76 21 148 219 12 11 
cas32 C C 81 26 280 155 11 11 
cas33 F C 54 29 395 169 10 11 
cas34 C C 56 18 257 110 9 13 
cas35 C C 97 23 166 226 15 13 
cas36 C C 89 28 215 166 13 13 
cas37 C C 98 17 95 162 11 13 
cas38 C C 94 31 180 162 13 14 
cas39 C C 96 21 181 147 13 14 
cas40 C C 82 25 153 238 13 14 
cas41 C C 106 22 255 109 10 14 
cas42 C C 106 31 318 139 14 14 
cas43 C C 102 31 225 142 13 15 
cas44 F C 108 31 329 150 14 15 
cas45 F C 91 16 97 132 11 15 
cas46 F C 84 25 236 152 11 16 
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Table 11: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Ceccia ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
ce01 F C 105 39 303 149 18 16 
ce02 F C 109 44 362 117 18 19 
ce03 F C 109 29 171 128 14 15 
ce04 F C 99 21 477 91 9 12 
ce05 F C 121 29 429 108 18 18 
ce06 F C 115 24 383 103 14 15 
ce07 F C 99 22 602 94 10 11 
ce08 F C 112 33 412 146 14 14 
ce10 F C 100 20 286 107 9 11 
ce11 F C 111 32 326 111 17 12 
ce12 F C 123 28 145 128 12 14 
ce13 F C 65 29 593 81 4 10 
ce14 F C 101 29 300 108 10 11 
ce15 F C 121 42 265 181 21 19 
ce16 F C 131 40 165 154 20 13 
ce17 F C 106 34 403 165 16 16 
ce18 F C 112 40 170 143 21 17 
ce19 F C 102 25 393 129 17 13 
ce20 C C 89 29 449 121 9 11 
ce21 C C 113 24 296 117 13 11 
ce22 F C 118 30 448 117 16 14 
ce23 C C 101 34 384 151 19 16 
ce24 C C 107 15 230 91 11 12 
ce25 C C 77 20 213 86 8 10 
ce26 C C 97 19 275 112 8 10 
ce27 C C 119 30 184 106 16 14 
ce28 C C 88 26 314 111 8 10 
ce29 C C 121 19 653 86 4 10 
ce30 C C 88 22 326 110 9 11 
ce31 C C 88 22 387 92 9 10 
ce32 C C 87 21 342 117 8 8 
ce33 C C 103 22 147 102 9 12 
ce34 C C 104 21 362 113 12 13 
ce35 C C 131 36 222 125 15 16 
ce36 C C 90 21 212 133 9 11 
ce37 C C 63 30 445 91 5 11 
ceD  Daub 31 46 195 146 15 15 
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Table 12: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Cuciurpula ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cuci01 C C 102 24 198 159 15 15 
cuci02 C C 93 26 122 169 15 16 
cuci03 F A 51 16 141 71 10 32 
cuci04 F A 51 16 144 71 8 42 
cuci05 F C 49 23 195 94 9 8 
cuci06 C C 139 21 106 300 16 18 
cuci07 C C 68 22 179 125 12 8 
cuci08 C C 67 21 158 118 9 10 
cuci09 C C 67 19 175 114 10 11 
cuci10 F C 69 19 174 85 12 9 
cuci11 C A 25 15 52 53 10 44 
cuci12 F C 61 22 182 114 11 12 
cuci13 C C 74 22 182 107 11 11 
cuci14 C C 108 25 63 220 20 30 
cuci15 C C 164 21 83 192 19 31 
cuci16 C C 37 28 181 89 9 9 
cuci17 C C 56 20 181 84 10 8 
cuci18 C C 52 23 194 95 9 7 
cuci19 C C 53 21 187 97 10 10 
cuci20 C C 135 28 79 204 22 24 
cuci21 C C 121 25 139 189 14 17 
cuci22 F C 142 22 103 200 19 15 
cuci23 C C 51 23 169 115 12 12 
cuci24 F C 76 18 238 213 13 9 
cuci25 C C 52 24 146 86 9 12 
cuci26 C C 134 17 102 270 15 24 
cuci27 C C 33 24 184 109 12 10 
cuci28 C C 52 18 150 102 9 9 
cuci29 C C 58 20 176 101 10 8 
cuci30 F C 130 22 108 152 16 18 
cuci31 C C 51 20 175 85 9 9 
cuci32 C C 63 18 163 104 11 10 
cuci33 F C 49 21 168 87 10 8 
cuci34 C C 54 20 167 114 10 9 
cuci35 C C 154 20 104 196 14 26 
cuci36 F C 48 22 176 89 10 9 
cuci37 C C 74 22 227 110 9 11 
cuci38 C C 74 20 216 112 11 12 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Cuciurpula ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cuci39 C E 59 20 177 105 11 9 
cuci40 C E 65 20 181 105 9 10 
cuci41 C E 64 19 160 100 12 9 
cuci42 C E 73 21 159 125 11 10 
cuci43 C E 56 27 155 108 12 10 
cuciD Daub 116 21 36 108 10 11 
 
 
Table 13: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Cuccuruzzu ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cucu01 F C 133 27 204 238 22 23 
cucu02 C C 68 21 287 261 13 14 
cucu03 C C 69 20 281 115 7 12 
cucu04 F B 155 53 177 204 30 30 
cucu05 F B 159 56 224 216 35 35 
cucu06 F C 85 22 258 142 13 15 
cucu07 F A 31 15 92 45 8 87 
cucu08 F B 164 50 183 207 36 30 
cucu09 F B 154 57 206 200 33 35 
cucu10 F B 158 48 155 192 30 29 
cucu11 F C 138 30 223 156 17 26 
cucu12 F B 154 58 177 204 33 34 
cucu13 F C 60 23 353 94 8 13 
cucu14 F A 31 15 65 53 9 58 
cucu15 F A 52 21 118 63 12 50 
cucu16 F B 164 48 177 202 36 37 
cucu17 F C 63 26 305 128 11 12 
cucu18 F C 66 25 258 89 9 12 
cucu19 F C 63 21 345 204 8 10 
cucu20 F C 61 23 335 101 8 10 
cucu21 F B 160 54 140 238 32 35 
cucu22 F C 67 23 286 161 10 10 
cucu23 F C 69 22 381 206 9 11 
cucu24 F A 28 18 87 72 9 50 
cucu25 F B 159 42 127 186 24 22 
cucu26 C C 131 30 220 250 21 21 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Cuccuruzzu ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cucu27 F C 66 21 430 104 7 11 
cucu28 F C 71 23 214 75 9 13 
cucu29 F C 57 24 407 94 8 12 
cucu30 F C 54 24 286 96 6 12 
cucu31 F A 36 15 59 43 9 81 
cucu32 F A 30 16 63 48 9 70 
cucu33 F B 146 56 170 195 32 30 
cucu34 F C 146 25 216 232 21 19 
cucu35 C C 66 21 171 79 9 10 
cucu36 C C 43 23 75 120 12 10 
cucu37 C C 67 20 430 109 8 14 
cucu38 C C 65 19 245 75 7 12 
cucu39 C C 75 19 324 165 7 15 
cucu40 F C 60 23 188 105 10 13 
cucu41 C C 63 21 193 104 10 12 
cucu42 C C 53 23 194 172 11 11 
cucu43 C C 67 19 241 93 10 11 
cucu44 C C 55 23 290 97 8 12 
cucu45 C C 75 19 225 85 8 11 
cucu46 C C 63 18 188 76 10 13 
cucu47 C C 65 19 174 95 10 9 
cucu48 C C 75 22 348 142 7 11 
cucu49 C C 94 23 268 102 12 19 
cucu50 F C 62 21 183 78 9 14 
cucu51 F C 62 22 202 98 9 14 
cucu52 C C 67 19 237 93 8 16 
cucu53 C C 71 20 274 81 8 11 
cucu54 C C 70 19 186 80 10 11 
cucu55 C C 67 23 160 111 12 8 
cucu56 C C 47 20 208 61 8 8 
cucu57 C C 68 23 184 128 11 10 
cucu58 C C 142 29 178 158 23 24 
cucu59 C C 74 23 299 111 10 12 
cucu60 C C 79 19 192 98 11 10 
cucu61 C C 67 18 248 90 12 15 
cucu62 C C 62 20 232 85 10 8 
cucu63 C C 81 16 162 95 9 9 
cucu64 C C 91 18 175 88 11 13 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Cuccuruzzu ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
cucu65 C C 69 19 170 79 11 13 
cucu66 C C 70 19 198 101 8 14 
cucu67 C C 67 20 184 83 10 11 
cucuD Daub 105 12 161 128 8 13 
 
 
 
Table 14: Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Punta Campana ceramic samples 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
pc01 F C 65 23 311 259 13 11 
pc02 F C 88 25 181 186 13 11 
pc03 F C 108 22 252 195 14 15 
pc04 F C 96 24 184 183 17 16 
pc05 F C 54 16 177 76 5 7 
pc06 F C 53 23 229 137 8 10 
pc07 F C 114 28 112 160 19 17 
pc08 F C 67 29 325 260 13 11 
pc09 F C 80 25 160 170 12 8 
pc10 F C 54 19 131 79 7 6 
pc11 F C 77 19 104 132 10 9 
pc12 F C 130 15 108 115 6 11 
pc13 F C 68 24 145 139 13 10 
pc14 F B 132 51 211 168 27 24 
pc15 F A 27 15 59 63 9 49 
pc16 F A 23 13 156 37 6 33 
pc17 F A 63 18 114 117 9 55 
pc18 F C 69 27 352 267 14 10 
pc19 F C 86 24 146 173 17 14 
pc20 F C 105 24 101 179 18 16 
pc21 F C 112 14 76 150 13 15 
pc22 F C 106 22 93 152 16 13 
pc23 F C 65 18 151 92 11 10 
pc24 F C 74 21 174 101 10 10 
pc25 F C 74 22 268 218 12 10 
pc26 F C 109 29 346 122 16 17 
pc27 F C 84 19 109 149 13 9 
pc28 F C 66 25 222 98 8 7 
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Trace elements values for pXRF analysis of Punta Campana ceramic samples (continued) 
Sample Class Chemical Group Rb Y  Sr Zr Nb Th 
pc29 F C 55 18 224 71 6 11 
pc30 F C 95 26 276 187 19 16 
pc31 C C 64 16 125 148 9 8 
pc32 C C 102 32 133 166 19 18 
pc33 C C 93 31 124 188 23 20 
pc34 C C 93 29 181 191 19 17 
pc35 C C 36 15 213 42 3 7 
pc36 C C 97 22 134 187 17 14 
pc37 C C 75 17 163 205 10 9 
pc38 C C 69 20 148 113 8 8 
pc39 C C 63 18 154 125 8 8 
pc40 C C 59 17 134 90 10 7 
pc41 C C 70 12 202 44 4 7 
pc42 C C 75 21 129 136 8 7 
pc43 C C 100 24 147 157 17 17 
pc44 C C 77 20 200 181 9 8 
pc45 C C 76 15 123 176 10 9 
pc46 C C 61 29 317 250 15 10 
pc47 C C 58 18 133 156 9 9 
pc48 C C 64 15 401 67 4 7 
pc49 C C 83 20 171 141 13 11 
pc50 C C 101 17 163 90 15 13 
pc51 C C 118 22 162 171 10 14 
pc52 C C 98 22 255 162 11 13 
pc53 C C 89 22 207 190 13 11 
pc54 C C 68 17 218 147 7 10 
pc55 C C 115 17 128 160 10 13 
pc56 C C 67 17 91 178 11 9 
pc57 C C 44 14 267 45 1 9 
pc58 C C 81 18 160 178 10 11 
pc59 C C 94 25 127 169 19 18 
pc60 C C 52 17 123 125 8 6 
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